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CCSO arrests and
charges juvenile with
theft of road signs
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Staff Report
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office reported Wednesday
that a juvenile was arrested and charged with involvement in the
theft of several road signs in Calloway County.
CCSO said that, acting on information obtained from an ongoing investigation, deputies interviewed several juveniles in reference the theft of road signs in Calloway County and surrounding
areas. During the investigation, it was also discovered that road
signs were taken in neighboring Graves County,CCSO said.
During an interview, one juvenile — who CCSO said is a
Murray resident — admitted to being responsible for the sign
thefts. Through a court-designated worker, the juvenile will be
charged with six counts of theft by unlawful taking under $500
in Calloway County,CCSO said.
It also was discovered that most of the signs had been
destroyed. Graves County authorities are also pursuing charges.
CCSO said the investigation is still active and charges against
other individuals are possible.
Sheriff Bill Marcum reminds the public that all persons are
innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. He also encourages
anyone that witnesses unusual or possible criminal activity to
call CCSO at 753-3151 or forward information online at
tips@callkyso.com.
Individuals facing charges are innocent until proven guilty.

Judge Taylor to give JFK talk
at Murray State Nov. 21
Special to the Ledger
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Judge Jeff S. Taylor, an alumnus of Murray State University
and former member of the MSU Board of Regents, will be on
campus Thursday. Nov. 21, for a presentation — "JFK
Assassination 50 Years Later: What Do We Know?"
Hosted by the MSU Department of Political Science and
Sociology,Taylor's presentation will delve into the much-debated events of Nov. 22, 1963, when charismatic young U.S.
President John Fitzgerald Kennedy was assassinated during a
campaign visit in Dallas, Texas. Through the years, conspiracy
theories have abounded regarding the essential question of who
exactly killed Kennedy.
Those who remember the day of Nov.22, 1963,are encouraged
to attend the presentation and share their memories with the
younger generation.
Taylor currently serves as a judge with the Kentucky Court of
Appeals representing the 2nd Appellate District, which includes
14 counties. He earned an M.P.A. from Memphis State
University and his law degree from the University of Louisville
Louis D. Brandeis School of Law.
Taylor practiced law for over 20 years before joining the Court
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American Legion post to display cannon
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
American Legion Post 73 of
Murray is about to gain some serious firepower — or, at least, the
appearance of it.
During Veterans Day activities
last weekend, Mark Kennedy,
finance, legal and service officer
for Post 73, revealed that the final
paperwork was received for the
post to display a 105-mm howitzer
cannon. If anyone is hoping to
hear a big boom from in front of
the post along North Fourth Street,
they will be disappointed.
The nearly 5,000-pound artillery
piece is decommissioned,meaning
it no longer has the ability to fire,
even ceremonial blanks, and sit
silent on the concrete pad in front
of the post headquarters building.
Still, Kennedy said he believes the
presence of the cannon will provide quite a punch.
"We're doing this because it
draws attention to the post,"
Kennedy said, adding that the
howitzer, long a trademark of
United States military ground
operations, is an appropriate addiJOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
tion."We are a veterans.organizaMark Kennedy, who serves as finance, legal and service officer for American Legion Post tion, and it just so happens that
73 in Murray, points toward an empty concrete pad in front of the post headquarters
Wednesday. The pad will soon support a decommissioned 105-mm howitzer cannon that
the post has tried to obtain for four years.
•See Page 2

Obama admin. posts low health care signups
By LAURIE KELLMAN
and RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Planting a paltry
number on a national disappointment, the
Obama administration revealed Wednesday
that just 26,794 people enrolled for health
insurance during the first, flawed month of
operations for the federal "Obamacare"
website.
Adding in enrollment of more than 79,000
in the 14 states with their own websites, the
nationwide number of 106,000 October
sign-ups was barely one-fifth of what officials had projected — and a small fration

of the millions who have received widely.
publicized private coverage cancellations as
a result of the federal law.
The White House raced to reassure anxious Democrats who are worried about the
controversial program, which they voted
into existence three years ago and which
seems sure to be a major issue in next year's
election campaigns.The administration, trying to regain the initiative, for the first time
indicated a willingness to consider legislation to stave off the wave of cancellations
that's compounding the website technology
problems.
Some Democrats are seeking changes in
Obama's signature program, and key

Republicans, many pressing for repeal, said
that even Wednesday's feeble sign-up figures appeared to be pumped up. The final
'number — 106,185 people — would be
even smaller if it counted only those who
finalized their enrollment by actually paying
their first month's premium. Republicans
said.
Administration officials and senior congressional Democrats expressed confidence
in the program's future. "We expect enrollment will grow substantially throughout the
next five months," said Health and Human
Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, who

•See Page 2
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Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 36.
Light south wind.
Friday: Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 60. South wind
around 5 mph becoming calm
in the afternoon.
Friday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 46.
Calm wind becoming south
southeast around 6 mph in the
evening.
Saturday: A 30 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 67.
South wind 7 to 14 mph, with
gusts as high as 21 mph,
Saturday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 58.
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

MurrayStateU

Created in 1984, Technology Entertainment
Design conferences — better known as'"TED
talks" — were organized to be a platform in which
intellectuals could freely share their ideas to audiences willing to learn about given subjects.
Now, almost 30 years later, Murray State
University — under the direction of Dr. Steve Cox,
Dr. Carrie Cox,Patty Parish and Greg Wurth — held
their first independent TED demonstration
Wednesday afternoon in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
Guest speakers Phillip Van Hooser, Kayla Barrett
and Dr. David Gesler gave presentations on a myriad of subjects — including the importance of decision making,how to stand out in a crowded marketplace and the process of becoming a "HopeNinja" —
as most of the talks were geared not only to students, but also business owners and faculty looking
to improve the quality of life around them.
The idea to bring TED talks to the university
came about through discussions between Wurth and
Parish, who admittedly "love" the TED talks series
and thought the platform would work well with
EDWARD MARLOWE r Ledger & Times
MSU students and faculty.
One of three guest speakers for the first TEDx independent talk at Murray
"All of a sudden we had that thought of, State University, Dr. David Gesler elaborated on his "HopeNinja" concept,
'Wouldn't it be cool if...?'," Wurth said. "Then it which he said blends the desire to make each day better with the knowledge
dawns on you that there is going to be a lot of and discipline a ninja exhibits in daily life choices. Gesler also talked about
the importance of engaged listening and the difference a smile can make in
II See Page 2 people's lives.
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CCSO reports arrests in
ongoing drug investigation
Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Sheriff's Office reports that two
people sought on drug charges
in an ongoing investigation
were taken into custody this
week.
CCSO reported that it acted on
information from an investigation last Thursday and went to a
residence on Peeler Road in the
Dexter community in the northern part of the county. Based on
information gathered at the residence. a search warrant was
obtained for the dwelling and
executed that afternoon.
Items found during the search
of the residence resulted in
arrest warrants for Cory S.
Oneill. 28, of Dexter, and
Kaitlyn R. Jones, 24, of Dexter.
Both suspects were charged
%kith manufacturing methamphetamine 1st offense (Class B
felony. possession of drug
paraphernalia (Class A misde-

meanor). and endangering the
welfare of a minor(Class A misdemeanor).
CCSO also reported that
Oneill was arrested Monday
after turning himself in to
deputies at the sheriff's office in
Murray. Jones was arrested
while visiting
Wednesday
Oneill at the Calloway County
Jail.
Shenff Bill Marcum said he
wants to remind the public that
everyone is innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law.
He also encourages anyone that
witnesses any unusual or possible criminal activity to call the
sheriff's office at 753-3151 or
utilize tips@callkyso.com.
The Kentucky Division of
Probation & Parole, as well as
the Marshall County Sheriff's
Office, also assisted with this
investigation.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

•TEDx...
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Two Tenn. men face charges
related to reported Murray theft
Staff Report
After suspects allegedly
tossed several items from their
vehicle while being pursued by
the victim, the Murray Police
Department has charged two
Tennessee men in connection
with a reported theft that
occurred in Murray Tuesday,
MPD
According
to
spokesman Sgt. David Howe,
MPD said it was notified by the
sometime
victim
alleged
Tuesday of a possible theft that
had taken place on Ryan
Avenue. and that the victim was
in the process of following the
suspects south on U.S. 641
toward the Tennessee state line.
The victim also told MPD at the
time of the call that the suspects
were throwing the alleged stolen
items from the vehicle while
driving.
Deputies from the sheriff's
departments of both Calloway
County and Henry County.
Tenn., were then notified of the
situation and MPD said it later
was told that a traffic stop had
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been executed on the suspects'
vehicle on Whitlock Road in
Henry County. MPD detectives
responded to the scene of the
stop and recovered several items
reported stolen from the Murray
residence.
Henry County deputies then
levied theft-related charges
against the suspects and took
them into custody. MPD detectives then obtained more theftrelated warrants for the two suspects and informed Henry
deputies about the warrants.
MPD Detective Sgt. Chris
.Garland obtained warrants for
Jordan Enfinger. 22,of Jackson.
Tenn.. and Kenneth Jamison.
22, of Humboldt. Tenn., on
charges of one count each of
receiving stolen property over
$500, a Class D felony. Both
suspects were then placed in the
Henry County Jail in Paris.
Tenn. awaiting extradition back
to Kentucky.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

•Health signups...
From Front

•JFK...
From Front
of Appeals. He has served on
the Kentucky Bar Foundation
board of directors and is a member of the Kentucky Judicial
Ethics Committee, as well as
several bar associations and
civic organizations.

Taylor's presentation will
begin at 7 p.m. and will be held
in the auditorium of the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum on
MSU's campus. The event is
free and Murray State students,
faculty and staff, along with
community members are invited
to attend.

Nearly 60 percent of Ky. high
school grads go to college
Associated Press
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Encouraging numbers from the
Kentucky Center for Education and Workforce Statistics show nearly three out of five high school graduates in 2011 enrolled in college.
Education Secretary Thomas Zawacki released the numbers on
Tuesday.
More than 27.000 of the states public high school gnItls in 2011
continued their educations.
Officials point to the report as evidence of the importance of
coursewort that prepares all high school graduates for college.
The University of Kentucky was the top destination for the state's
2011 graduates. The report showed that 2.376 of them enrolled
there. Western Kentucky University was second with 2.340 of the
2011 graduates signing up.
Brown School in Jefferson County had the highest college-going
rate at 94.9 percent. Paintsville High School was second at 93.6 percent.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
This photo shows the aftermath of a Monday afternoon wreck
involving two pickup trucks at the intersection of South 16th
and Sycamore streets in Murray. Crews from the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet were on the scene Tuesday.

Monday wreck damages pole
to stnke a nearby telephone pole
Staff Report
• A two-vehicle wreck Monday on the southeast corner of the
afternoon sent one person to a intersection. Howe said.
Franklin and Adkins were
hospital and left a nearby utility
both taken to Murray-Calloway
pole damaged.
Murray Police Department County Hospital. where they
spokesman Sgt. David Howe were treated and released,
Kyser
said a 2003 Dodge Ram pickup MCCH spokesman
truck driven by Paul Franklin. Lough said.
The Murray Fire Department
69, of Cairo. Ill., was southbound on South 16th Street and the Murray-Calloway
when it collided with a 1999 County EMS also responded to
Chevrolet pickup driven by the scene with MPD officers.
In addition, the pole was left
Karen Adkins, 36. of Murray.
which was eastbound on seriously damaged and was
Sycamore. Adkins' vehicle examined by personnel from the
Transportation
struck Franklin's vehicle in the Kentucky
right side, causing both vehicles Cabinet Tuesday. Further information as to if or when the pole
will be replaced was unavailable
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is in overall charge.
"Even with the issues we've
had,the marketplace is working
and people are enrolling."
Sebelius said. Responding to
GOP critics, she said the first
premiums are not due until Dec.
IS.
The online, state-level insurance markets were envisioned
as the new portal to coverage for
people who don't have health
plans on the job. But the federal
market was overwhelmed by
technical probleins when it
opened Oct. I. and the experience of state-run markets has
been mixed.
The administration said an
additional 1 million individuals •
have been found eligible to buy
coverage on the markets, with
about one-third qualifying for
tax credits to reduce their premiums. Another 396,000 have
been found eligible for
Medicaid. the safety-net program that is shaping up as the
health care law's early success
story.
For many Democrats, concerns over the cascade of website problems has been compounded by the focus on
Obama's misleading promise
that Americans who liked their
health insurance plans could
keep them under the overhaul.
But millions of people are
receiving cancellation notices.
They have plans that for various
reasons don't qualify for the
law's "grandfather clause" pro-

tection against cancellations.
Obama has said he's sorry that
people are losing their coverage
and has vowed to find ways to
address "holes and gaps" in the
law. Advisers originally said the
White House was considering
administrative fixes, not legislative options.
Wednesday. Obama
On
spokesman Jay Carney said, "If
we can achieve this administratively, we will certainly look it
that possibility," but he added
that the White House was also
considering legislative ideas.
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev., scheduled an allDemocrats meeting Thursday
with White House health care
officials.
Republicans, meanwhile, are
holding hearings to keep the
overhaul's problems in the spotlight ahead of an election year.
"It's kind of interesting to see
as Obamacare implodes how
everybody's running for cover,"
said Rep. John Mica, R-Fla.
And Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell of Kentucky
said. "Obviously, panic has set
in on the other side."
The administration has staked
its credibility on turning the
website around by the end of
this month. From the president
on down,officials have said that
HealthCare.gov will be running
smoothly for the vast majority
of users by Nov. 30. They have
not specified what "running
smoothly" means.
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Obituaries
Norma L Russell
Norma E. Russell,87,of Turlock, Calif.,died Wednesday, Nov.6,
2013,in Ttuiock,Calif.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Robert "Bob" Grace,82, Of Murray, Ky.,formerly of Metropolis.
Ill., died Wednesday, Nov. 13,2013.
He served in the U.S. Navy and was a 58-year member of Masons
Lodge 91 of Metropolis, Ill. He was a longtime
member of Upper Salem Church in Metropolis,
111., as well as Poplar Springs Baptist Church in
Murray.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Myrtle
and Floyd Vivan Grace; a brother, Genell Grace; and two sisters.
Mary Lee Owens and Sue Buhrman.
Mr. Grace is survived by his wife of over 50 years, Shirley; a
daughter, Velda Grace Miller, of Murray; three grandsons, Jeremy
Faughn and wife. Stephanie, of Charlotte, NC., Mark Faughn and
wife, Amy,of Kirksey, and Ti. Miller, of Murray; five great-grandchildren; two sisters, Billie Bentson and Willa Jacobs, of
Metropolis; and several nieces and nephews.
A celebration of life will be held at 12:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 16,
2013, at Poplar Springs Baptist Church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: St. Jude Children's
Hospital, 262 Danny Thomas Pl., Memphis,TN 38105.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Billy Franklin Miller
Funeral services for Billy Franklin Miller,73,of Murray,Ky.;formerly of Oakland, Tenn., were held Wednesday, Nov. 13, 2013, at
11 a.m. at the Peebles West Funeral Chapel in Oakland, Tenn.
Interment with military honors followed in the
Fayette County Memorial Park Cemetery at
Oakland. Visitation was held from 6-8 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2013,at the funeral home.
Mr. Miller died Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013, at the
Methodist Hospice Residence in Memphis,Tenn.
He was born May 5, 1940,in Memphis,Tenn.,to
the late Truman Franklin Miller and Clara Broach
Miller. He served in the United States Army during
peace time and was employed as a switchman for
the Illinois Central Railroad for 20 years before his
Miller
retirement. He attended the Lambert Community
Church in Fayette County,Tenn.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by his first wife, Norma Miller.
He is survived by his wife, Shirley Ann Futrell,
to whom he was married Sept. 11,2010; daughter,
Tamatha Renee Satcher and husband, Ken, of Southaven, Miss.;
two sons,Robert Franklin Miller,of Somerville,and Ronnie Miller,
of Collierville; stepdaughter, Sherry Stewart and husband. Ken,of
Arlington,Tenn.; two sisters, Nancy Jones,of Wakeman,Ohio,and
Dixie Lee, of Lakeland, Tenn.; three grandchildren, James Robert
Miller, Sara Elizabeth Satcher and Hannah Grace Satcher; and two
step-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Department 142, Memphis,TN
38148.
Arrangements were handled by Peebles West Funeral Chapel.
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Louise Cates Grassham, 95, of Paducah, Ky., died -Wednesday,
Nov. 13,2013,at Emeritus Assisted Living.
She was a member of Broadway Baptist Church
and a graduate of Lone Oak High School. She was
a Murray State graduate,receiving both bachelor's
and master's degrees. She taught special education
for 20 years for the Paducah City Schools. She was
a former member of Kentucky Education
Association, National Education Association, and
Paducah/McCracken County Retired Teachers.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Charles William Grassham Sr.; two sons, Charles
Grassham William Grassham Jr. and Louis Webster
Grassham; parents, Conrad Cates and Bessie
Ragland Cates; one brother, C.W. "Bill" Cates; four sisters, Rita
Vestal, Betty Schmidt, Edna Evans and Sue Watson.
Mrs. Grassham is survived by two sons,Thomas0.Grassham and
wife, Kathie, and John A. Grassham and wife, Donna, all of
Paducah; three sisters, Lucy Stites, of Columbia, Mo., Mary
Benavidez, of Los Angeles, Calif., and Johanna Andrecht, of
Evansville, Ind.; sister-in-law, Frances Cates, of Paducah; five
grandchildren, Dawn Duffel and husband, Stan, Charles William
Grassham III, Ashley Elizabeth Maxey and husband, Matt,Sarah K.
Martin and husband,Derek,and Rebecca Ann Grassham;two greatgrandchildren; and several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be held Friday, Nov. 15,2013. at I p.m. at
Mt. Kenton Cemetery, with the Rev. Steve Gorharn officiating.
Visitation will be held Friday, Nov. 15, 2013,from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: National Multiple
Sclerosis Foundation, KY-SE Indiana Center, 1169 Eastern
Parkway, Suite 2266, Louisville, KY 42017; or Broadway Baptist
Church,2435 Broadway,Paducah, KY 42002.
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home of
Paducah.

Toronto mayor admits he
has bought illegal drugs
By ROB GILLIES
Associated Press
TORONTO (AP) — Toronto
Mayor Rob Ford admitted during a heated City Council
debate Wednesday that he had
bought illegal drugs in the past
two years, but he firmly refused
to step down even after nearly
every councilor stood up to ask
him to take a leave of absence.
The mayor made the confession under direct questioning by
a former ally, Councilor Denzil
Minnan-Wong. Ford publicly
admitted last week that he
smoked crack cocaine last year
in a "drunken stupor," but his
comments Wednesday marked
the first time he acknowledged
having bought illegal drugs.
Ford paused for a long time
after Minnan-Wong asked him
if he had bought illicit narcotics
in the past two years.
Then Ford replied, "Yes I
have."
"I understand the embarrassment that I have caused. I am
humiliated by it," Ford said.
But he then turned defiant,
saying he was not an addict of
any sort and rebuffing suggestions from council members
that he should seek help. He
insisted he is a "positive role
model for kids who are down
and out."
"I'm most definitely keeping
this job," he said. "I am not
leaving here. I'm going to sit
here and going to attend every
meeting."
Moments earlier, all but two
of the 43 councilors present for
the debate voted to accept an
open letter asking Ford to step
aside. Most of them also stood
up to urge the mayor to take a
leave of absence.
Although it was a stark

By WILL LESTER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
a
of
probe
federal
Security
Transportation
Administration program to
screen suspicious behavior of
passengers at airports suggests
the effort, which has cost
almost $1 billion since 2007,
has not been proven effective,
according to a report released
Wednesday.
Government
The
Accountability Office said its
investigation found that the
results of the TSA program —
called Screening of Passengers
by Observation Techniques —
were "no better than chance."
Under the program. agents
identify suspicious looking
people and talk to them to
determine whether they pose a
threat. The investigators looked
at the screening program at four
airports, chosen on the basis of
,

size and other factors.
"TSA has yet to empirically
demonstrate the effectiveness
of the program despite spending about $900 million on it
since 2007," said Steve Lord,
who directed the investigation
for the GAO. He said the GAO,
which is the research and investigative arm of Congress,"conducts active oversight of the
TSA for the Congress given
their multibillion-dollar budget." He said "the behavior
detection program is viewed as
a key layer of aviation security."
The investigation found that
behavior detection officers at
the four airports said some
behavioral indicators they used
were "subjective." The report
said the TSA is still collecting
evidence on the screening program but has indicated it needs
more time to determine the program's effectiveness.
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News in Brief

demonstration of his political
isolation, the vote was symbolic Speaker says House won't hold formal talks on
because the City Council does Senate immigration bill, issue dead for year
not have the authority to force
WASHINGTON (AP) — Speaker John I3oehner said Wednesday
the mayor from office unless he that the House will not hold formal, compromise talks on the
is convicted of a crime.
Senate-passed comprehensive immigration bill, a fresh signal from
"Together we stand to ask you the Republican leadership that the issue is dead for the year.
to step aside and take a leave of
The slow,relatively quiet death came more than four months after
absence," Councilor Jaye the Senate, on a bipartisan vote, passed a far-reaching bill that
Robinson said, reading the open
would provide a path to citizenship for the II million immigrants
letter.
living in the country illegally and tighten border security.
The packed council chamber
That fanfare for that bill was quashed by strong opposition among
erupted with applause when
House Republican rank and file who reject a comprehensive
Robinson ended her speech, approach and question offering citizenship to people who broke
saying "Let's get on with city
U.S. immigration laws to be in this country. House incumbents also
business."
are wary of primary challenges from the right.
Outside City Hall, hundreds
One of the clearest signs that any action was unlikely was word
of protesters changed "resign!" that Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., who had worked for months on the
And organizers of Toronto's Senate bill, had abandoned the comprehensive approach. Rubio had
Santa Claus Parade asked that taken political heat from conservatives after Senate passage of the
Ford not walk in the procession immigration bill.
this year.
Boehner. R-Ohio, reiterated that the House is focused on a pieceFord's refusal to resign has meal approach to dealing with the issue. But he declined to say
confounded the City Council, whether lawmakers will consider any legislation this year or
where many members agree
whether the issue will slip to 2014, when the politics of congresthat his erratic behavior — from sional elections further diminish chances of action.
public drunkenness to threatening to kill someone in a video- Typhoon-stricken city in Philippines braces for
taped tirade — has consumed
Toronto's politics and under- medical problems amid desperation, looting
TACLOBAN, Philippines (AP) — A run-down, single-story
mined efforts to tackle other
with filthy floors at Tacloban's ruined airport has become
building
challenges.
the
main medical center for victims of last week's powerful
area's
But with no clear legal path to
force him out, the Council is typhoon. It has little medicine, virtually no facilities and very few
grasping for says to shunt the doctors.
What it is not short of are patients.
larger-than-life leader aside and
Hundreds of injured people, pregnant women, children and the
govern without him until next
elderly have poured into the squat, white building behind the conyear's municipal elections.
The open letter was separate trol tower since Typhoon Haiyan ravaged the eastern Philippines on
Doctors who have been dealing with cuts.
from a non-binding motion, Friday,killing thousands.
said Wednesday they soon
pregnancy'
and
complications
fractures
also being debated Wednesday,
to
serious
such as pneumonia.
more
expect
problems
treating
be
that would formally call on
diarrhea
infections.
and
dehydration.
Ford to take a leave of absence,
The medical woes add to the daunting tasks for authorities,
apologize to Toronto residents
dealing with looters and clearing the bottlenecks holding
including
for misleading them and coopup thousands of tons of aid material from coming in.
erate with police.
"The priority has got to be,let's get the food in,let's get the water
Deputy Mayor Norm Kelly, a
in. We got a lot more come in today,But even that won't be enough,
Ford ally, announced shortly
We really need to scale up operation in an ongoing basis." U.N.
before the debate that he would
humanitarian chief Valerie Amos told reporters after touring
support the motion, introduced
Talcoban,the capital of Leyte province. Her office has released $25
by Minnan-Wong.
million in emergency relief fund,accounting for a chunk of the millions of dollars pledged by countries around the world.

Library board discusses programs,
facility needs assessment committee
were getting ready to add a few
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
things to the collections departStaff Writer
The Calloway County Public ment, including digital magaLibrary Board of Trustees dis- zines and NextReads, an ecussed expanding programs and newsletter service that recomongoing issues at its monthly mends reading materials and
helps libraries promote promeeting Wednesday.
CCPL employee Sandy Linn grams and events.
In other business, Library
said the library was preparing to
have its annual Christmas Story Director Mignon Pittman said
Time with the Murray Woman's LMD (Landscape Materials
Club and other special guests. Design) was currently waiting
She said she was also working on a demolition certificate for
on next year's calendar and the library-owned carriage
looking to schedule an extra house behind 709 Olive St. She
Story Time one evening a month said asbestos inspectors would
and one Saturday a month to also have to check the building
better meet demand. She said before it could be torn down.
Board Chair Teresa Betts said
this would possibly happen
January through April, although the soon-to-be-formed facility
the timeline had not been final- needs assessment committee
planned to meet for the first time
ized yet.
Linn said she was also proud in January. She said the committo announce that a Friends of the tee would also split into several
Library chapter had been estab- smaller committees to discuss
lished for Calloway County, a several related specific issues
need for which was indicated in such as financial feasibility.
After a short discussion, the
the library's strategic plan. She
said it was established by Ann board also decided not to change
Landini, who will act as interim its fees and fines for overdue
president,former CCPL director materials. Pittman said people
Margaret Trevathan and several cannot check out additional
materials if their fines are $5 or
others.
Linn also reported that staff above.
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Promise unfulfilled for cleaner, next-generation
biofuels to wean the US off corn ethanol
NEW YORK(AP) — The first trickle of fuels made from agricultural waste is finally winding its way into the nation's energy supply, after years of broken promises and hype promoting a next-generation fuel source cleaner than oil.
But as refineries churn out this so-called cellulosic fuel, it has
become clear,even to the industry's allies, that the benefits remain,
as ever, years away.
The failure so far of cellulosic fuel is central to the debate over
corn-based ethanol,a centerpiece of America's green-energy strategy. Ethanol from corn has proven far more damaging to the environment than the government predicted, and cellulosic fuel hasn't
emerged as a replacement.
"A lot of people were willing to go with corn ethanol because it's
a bridge product," said Silvia Secchi, an agricultural economist at
Southern Illinois University.
But until significant cellulosic fuel materializes, she said, "It's a
bridge to nowhere."

Doctors are told to get tougher with patients
about their weight, recommend counseling
ATLANTA(AP) — Next time you go for a checkup,don't be surprised if your doctor gets on your ca about your weight.
The medical profession has issued new guidelines for fighting the
nation's obesity epidemic,and they urge physicians to be a lot more
aggressive about helping patients drop those extra pounds.
Doctors should calculate your body mass.index, a weight-toheight ratio. And if you need to lose weight, they should come up
with a plan and send you for counseling.
"We recognize that telling patients to lose weight is not enough,"
said Dr. Donna Ryan,co-chair of the guidelines committee.
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Combs to speak at KY
Girls STEM Forum

DATEBOOK

7de&ling

MCCH to hold open house

Special to the Ledger
Marcia Combs, a lecturer in the telecommunications systems
management program at Murray State University. will speak on
"Sniffing Out the Secret Scent" at the KY Girls STEM (science,
echnology.
. engineering, mathematics) Collaborative West
Kentucky Fortim Thursday, Nov. 14.
.lhe Paducah Area Chamber of,Commerce Business Education
'artnership committee is partnering with the Kentucky Girls STEM
Collaborative to invite female students to participate in a regional
forum to encourage exploration of STEM disciplines through
hands-on activities and demonstrations presented by area professionals.
The Kentucky Girls STEM Collaborative aims to bring programs
together to inform and motivate girls to pursue educational choices
in science, engineering, mathematics and technology to build a
strong and diverse workforce in Kentucky.
"Sniffing Out the Secret Scent" is an exercise on protecting the
secret formula of a new scent in a perfume company.
The event is for girls in grades 3 and up, and there is no cost to
attend. Door prizes and snacks will be available. Parents can attend
a panel discussion on college expenses.
The forum will take place from 4-6:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky
Community and Technical College Emerging Technology Center
located it 4810 Alben Barkley Drive in Paducah.
Pre-registration
is
encouraged
at
ww.engruky.edu/paducah/girls-stem-forum-registration/.
Registration at the door will begin at 3:30 p.m.
For more information on the forum,contact Ann Erickson at 4624610. Cindy Ragland at 442-3174 or Marcia Combs at
mcombsia murraystate.edu.

Datobook
Kale Dunn,
Community
editor

Immanuel to hold Marketplace
Immanuel Lutheran Church will hold a Bake Sale and
Marketplace Saturday, Nov. 16,from 8 a.m. to 2 pm.In addition to
other baked goods, there will be dietary restrictive sweets and
sugar-free, gluten-free and allergy-free -items. Many vendors will
be represented in the Marketplace. Concessions will be available
with proceeds benefiting the Humane Society. The public is invited to attend.

Fruit sale fundraiser to be held
The annual Murray Band Booster Fruit Sale will continue
through Saturday, Nov. 16. To order oranges, grapefruit, apples,
pineapples or gift boxes,contact any Murray High School band student or call Joanne Farley at 759-1519 or 293-2834. Proceeds help
support the band programs at both MMS and MHS.

Playhouse Pail of Tadpoles
troupe to perform 3 shows

Meagan Winder, daughter of Dive and Janice Winder of Murray.
and Travis Palmer. son of Charles and Kelly Palmer of Kirksey,
were married Saturday, July 20, 2013, at Hardin Baptist Church in
Hardin, Ky. A reception followed in the Murray Room of the CFSB
Center.
Special to the Ledger
The ceremony was officiated by Kory Cunningham.
Playhouse in the Park's Pail of Tadpoles will present two weekMusic for the ceremony was performed by Jordan Harris and
ends of family-friendly shows. Troupe members in grades 1-4 will
Aaron Thompson.
kick things off Nov. 15-17 with "Pinkalicious the Musical," based
The maid of honor was Amber Henson. of Hardin. Bridesmaids
on the popular book series by Victoria Kann and Elizabeth Kann.
were Jordan Harris, of Benton; Morgan Lewis, of Benton; and
The show is the tale of Pinkalicious, who can't- -siop eating pink
Sarah Palmer,of Kirksey.
cupcakes despite warnings from her parents. Her pink indulgence
The best man was Justin Palmer,of Lexington. Groomsmen were
lands her at the doctor's office with Pinkititis, an affliction that turns
Logan Palmer, of Kirksey; Matthew Winder, of Murray: and Matt
her-pink from head to toe — a dream come true for Pinkalicious.
Napp,of Murray.
"Pinkalicious the Musical" is about learning the power of self-conThe flower girl was Julia Forsee, of Kirksey. The ring bearer was
trol and the importance of moderation.
Wesley Forsee, of Kirksey.
The following weekend. Nov. 22-24, the Tadpoles will present
The bride is a 2013 graduate of Calloway County High School.
two shows for the price of one:"Gooney Bird Greene and Her True
She is currently attending Murray State University.
Life Adventures" by grades 1-4 and "Alice in Wonderland. Jr." by
The groom is a 2012 graduate of Calloway County High School.
grades 576. In "Gooney," summer has come to a crashing halt in the.
He is currently attending Murray State University and is employed
little town of Watertower. The kids don't want to be back in school:
by Mike Burchett Farms.
they are listless and bored. Suddenly, the classroom door bursts
open and there, wearing pajamas and cowboy boots,stands Gooney
Bird Greene! The class is never the same again.
-Alice in Wonderland, Jr." is the familiar tale by Lewis Carroll.
- •
Travel down the rabbit hole and join Alice's madcap adventures in Special to the Ledger
Wonderland as she chases the White Rabbit, races the Dodo Bird,
Dr. Lesya Kalynska is on Murray State University's campus this
gets tied up with Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum,raps with a bub- week for presentations to classes in the television production major
ble-blowing Caterpillar, and beats the Queen of Hearts at her own in the department of journalism and mass communications, where
game.
she will show and discuss her work.
For both weekends,shows are at 7 p.m. on Fridays, 2:30 p.m. and
Kalynska is a founder of Pomegranate Studios in New York where
7 p.m. on Saturdays, and 2:30 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets are avail- she works as a producer and director. She has directed four episodes
able online at www.playhouseinthepark.net or by calling Playhouse of a documentary for Ukranian national television and numerous
at 759-1752. Tickets are $9 each
shorts, both fiction and nonfiction, in the United States and eastern
Europe. She currently has a documentary, shot in the nation of
Georgia. in post-production and is in pre-production for a feature.
with a $4 million budget. Kalynska has also worked as a writer,editor and actor. Her work has been shown at the Sundance and Cannes
film festivals.
Kalynska has an M.F.A.(2009)from the Maurice Kanbar Institute
of Film and Television at the Tisch School of the Arts, New York
University, where she studied with director Spike Lee. She also
holds a Ph.D. in Slavic literature (2001) from Drahomanov
Ukrainian National Pedagogical University in Kiev and has done
postgraduate studies in Slavic literature and languages at the
University of Illinois in Chicago.
For more information,contact Dr. Bob Lochte,professor and chair
of the department of journalism and mass communications, at 8093172 or rlochte@murraystate.edu.
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MSU Piano Trio to perform Friday
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Special to the Ledger
The department of music at Murray State University announces
the debut performance of the MSU Piano Trio on Friday, Nov. 15,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall on the campus of MSU.The
Performing Arts Hall is located on the second floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Building.at the cerner of 15th Street and Olive Boulevard.
Trio members include Dr. Meeyoun Park, piano; Jinhee Han.
cello; and Dr. Sue-Jean Park, violin. The group hopes to increase the
visibility of the string and piano programs at Murray State and to
expose the region to a wide range of excellent literature written for
this combination of instruments.
Friday evening's program will feature important works and
arrangements for piano trio by Haydn and Arensky.
Currently Park is concertmaster of The Paducah Symphony and
The Jackson Symphony; Han is the principal cello of The Jackson
Symphony.
The recital is free and open to the public. There will be a reception
following the concert.
Park's CDs will be available for purchase at the event for $15 for
the general public and $10 for students.
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To place orders by phone contact
thc Callosi ay County Extension Office at 753-1452
or Judy Stabler at 753-7387.

GCHS to host 'Starry,Starry Night'
The Graves County High School Fine Arts Academy will present
its second annual "Starry, Starry Night" program of music and stories for kids of all ages on Saturday, Nov. 16, at 7 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center. Tickets will be available at the door or in
advance by calling 674-1556 or 328-1556 or by emailing
paidschaumburg@graves.kyschools.us.

Pancake breakfast fundraiser set
The Calloway County Track and Cross Country Booster Club
will hold a pancake breakfast Saturday, Nov. 16,from 8-10 a.m. at
Culver's in Murray. Tickets can be purchased from any Calloway
County track or cross country member or at the door. Proceeds will
be used to purchase new equipment for the CCHS track renovation
project. For information email eastwooddvm@wk.net.

Kiwanis Club to hold ham sale
The Kiwanis Club is currently accepting orders for Christmas
hams from Clifty Farms. Each half ham is a spiral cut glazed country ham weighing 5 lbs or more.Orders must be placed before Dec.
6. Hams can be picked up on Dec. 13 from 4-7 p.m. at the MSU stadium parking lot lielMS from Cracker Barrel. To order contact
Brenda Call at 753-7870 or email brencallemchsi.coni.

Turkey shoot fundraiser planned

Tiger Night to be held
The Murray High Backboard Club will host Meet the Tiger Night
on Saturday. Nov. 16. at 5 p.m. at Murray High School. All Tiger
Stars. Little League, MMS and MHS basketball teams, MMS
Cheer, MHS Cheer and Dance, MMS and MHS Archery, and MHS
Swim will be introduced. There will be a light meal served and
silent auction items. Tiger merchandise and booster club memberships will be available. Admission proceeds benefit all basketball
teams.

MWC Alpha Department to meet
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday, Nov. 16, at 9:30 a.m. Hospice representatives will speak
on "Preparing for Terminal Illness and Care." Hostesses will be
Trish Barton, Pat McReynolds and Donna Herndon. Members are
reminded to bring Christmas items for those in Veterans' Hospital
as well as paper items for the clubhouse,

Christmas bazaar to be held
The Aurora Ross Fire Department Auxilliary will host a
Christmas Bazaar Saturday, Nov. 16,from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Aurora-Ross Fire Station. Items will include arts and crafts.
Christmas gifts and baked goods. Chili, hot dogs, desserts, coffee
and drinks will be available. For more information call 354-8467

Hazel to hold holiday events
Christmas events will be held in downtown Hazel beginning at 6
p.m. Friday. Nov. IS. There will be a lighting of the Christmas tree
and caroling by the Hazel Baptist Church youth group.

MAG to hold holiday sale
The Murray Art Guild will hold a holiday sale featuring work by
local artists Friday through Sunday, Nov. 15-17, at the Robert 0
Miller'Conference Center. For more information call 753-4059.

MSU Horticulture to sell poinsettias

Murray State University Horticulture iS currently accepting preorders for poinsettias, which will be ready for pickup starting Dec
2. To place an order, email jreed18@murraystate.edu.
The Kentucky Lake Chapter 40853 of the National Association ot
Retired and Active Federal Employees will hold its regular monthly meeting Friday. Nov. 15,at II a.m. at August Moon. This date is
one week early due to the Thanksgiving holiday. All members and
any active or recently retired federal employees are invited to
attend. There will not be a December meeting; following the
November meeting the nest will be held Jan. 24 at the same location.

Dear Calloway Taxpayer
It is reported that the Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital receives
57% of its income from Medi-care; add, Medi-caid and the
total comes to 71%! In 2014 Obamacare slashes $716 billion
from Medi-care over ten years. This will affect the quality ot
patient care in our hospital. Will this force us to put a hospital tax on all citizens in our county?
COME HEAR: Ky. State Senator Stan Humphries speak on I
"an Update of the Ky. Legislature and What's coming in
20I5!" on 3n1 Thurs., Nov. 21st at 6 p.m., Main St. Library
according to Dan Walker, Pmg. Chm.
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky
(The Tea Party).
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

1

Sas

The South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Men will hold the
4th Annual Fundraising Turkey Shoot on Saturday, Nov. 16, at 10
a.m. approximately 1/2 mile north of Hazel on the west side of
Hwy. 641. No turkeys will be harmed; paper targets will be used.
Shells will beprovided and 12 gauge shotguns will be available,or
participants may bring their own guns. Funds raised will support
the Hunters for the Hungry program.

NARFE to meet

960.

Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stakkr by Nov. 14th.
Plant$(an he picked up or it he delivered on Dr( 5th at the
ay (*led Methodikt Chun h Family Life Center S,,fith ith Si

Baseball team tryouts set

The Murray Breds 11U Baseball Team will
hold tryouts for the upcoming season Saturday, Nov. 16, at 1 p.m.
at The Stables of Murray on Hwy.94 E. For more information contact Jamie Rogers at james.rogers@murraystate.edu.

Mr.and Mrs.Travis Palmer

CCRTA MEETING: The Calloway County Retired Teachers
met Monday, Oct. 14, for their regular meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club clubhouse. State Rep. Kenny Imes, pictured,
presented the program, including information about the Prefunded Retirement Benefit Fund and a legislative report. MSU
retirees were hostesses for a luncheon served before the program. The next meeting will be the CCRTA Christmas luncheon on Monday, Dec. 9.

The Murray-CallowaY County Hospital
Surgery Department will hold an open house
and free screening event Saturday, Nov. 16,
from 8:30-10:30 a.m. in the MCCH Outpatient
Surgery waiting area. Adult wellness screenings will include diabetes, blood sugar, lipids,
blood pressure, body mass index, waist circumference and breast exam. Kids can see inside an
ambulance and dress up as a surgeon. For more
information call 762-1381.

U ii

Alzheimer's program to be offered

A program for family caregivers titled "Alzheimer's Association:
Creating Positive Holiday Experiences" will be held Thursday.
Nov 21,from 1-3 p.m. at the McCracken County Public Library in
Paducah. The program will teach tips and strategis for making the
holidays enjoyable by minimizing stress and fruintation.'The event
is free; donations will be accepted.To register or
find out more,call
(800) 272-3900, email
infoky-inealz.org. or
visit
www.alz.org/kyin/in _my_conununity_education_calendarasp.

pit
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Come see us at our
NEW STORE LOCATION

UNIQUE WAREHOUSE
SHOPPING DOWNTOWN

AVE 10°

Furniture • Home Decor • Vintage
Glassware • New Crystal Pieces
Vintage Jewelry • New Jewelry & More

Christmas Decor
Christmas Trees • Gift Items
• Scarves & Much More!
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Sunday, November 17th
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20% OFF Storewide!

Tuesday - Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Come and check out my store.
You're going to like what you find!

Refreshments & Door Prizes
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Join us...

Sunday 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE

Door Prize Giveaway
Refreshments Served
Draw Your Own Discount!
"We're more than just aflower shoppe."

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray •761-4438(C
Owners: Karen Pa Marlyn
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NFL

MURRAY HIGH AT OWENSBORO CATHOLIC

Colts,
Titans both
eager to
play after
ugly losses

FRIDAY II 7 P.M. III STEELE STADIUM

By 'TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
The Colts and Titans both feel
embarrassed and disgusted with
themselves, ready to move.
They get to do so quickly.
Indianapolis is coming off its
worst loss since 2011, and
Tennessee just became the first
team to lose to the Jaguars. So
both the Colts and Titans are
eager to play again, even if their
bodies still ache with a four-day
turnaround.
The faster the better so at
least one team can ease the pain
in this AFC South showdown.
"That we can get back on the
field as soon as possible and
atone for our sins if you will,"
Colts quarterback Andrew Luck
said of playing Thursday night.
"I'm sure the Titans are feeling
the same way."
The Colts lost 38-8 to St.
Louis and former Titans coach
Jeff Fisher last week in their
worst loss since being routed by
55 points in New Orleans in
2011. They fell behind early —
again — and Luck couldn't pull
them out of another hole. Still,
they have a two-game lead over
the Titans in the AFC South. and
a win would give them a road
victory over each divisional
team.
"We know that's going to be a
heavyweight fight," Colts coach
Chuck Pagano said.
The Titans not only are trying
to bounce back from a short
week but also the loss of their
starting
quarterback. Jake
Locker suffered a Lisfranc
injury to his right foot in last
week's
29-27
loss
to
Jacksonville, moving Ryan
Fitzpatrick into the lineup for
the rest of the season.
This is the first of two games
between these teams in three
weeks. A Tennessee win not
only trims the Colts' lead in the
division but keeps a franchise
chasing its first playoff berth
since 2008 in the mix for the
AFC's final wild-card berth.
"Being able to get the Colts
two times in three weeks, that'd
be pretty good for us if we can
pull that off," Titans running
back Chris Johnson said.
Here are five things to watch
Thursday night between the
Colts (6-3) and Titans (4-5):
BOUNCE BACK COLTS:
Under Pagano, the Colts are a
perfect 7-0 in games after a loss.
•See TITANS, 9A

STATE PLAYOFS
SECOND ROUND
Class A

Rivalry renewed
TIGERS SET TO
SQUARE OFF
WITH ACES ONE
MORE TIME

Russellville at
Bethlehem, 8 p.m.
Class 2A
Union Co. at
Caldwell Co., 7 p.m.
Murray High at
O'boro Catholic, 7 p.m.

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Steve Duncan's Tigers have
started a bit of a rivalry with
Owensboro Catholic over the
past few years.
Friday night, the two teams
add another chapter.
Murray High is 3-1 against
the Aces in Duncan's tenure,
including two wins in the Class
2A state playoffs over the past
three seasons.
A year ago the Tigers defeated Owensboro Catholic 29-22
in double overtime, and Duncan
said he's expecting more of the
same Friday, with Murray High
renewing the rivalry in the second round of the state playoffs.
"We've seen them quite a bit
and we've seen them at this
point in the year," Duncan said
of the Aces. "We know we are
going up there and that it's
going to be a challenge. There's
never been a game where one
team has just taken it away, it's
been a battle every time. It's
either been just within a touchdown, it's been decided late in
the game or it's been decided in
overtime.
:'So we understand what this
game is about, this is a key
game. It has always been tough
and close and we've got a pretty
good rivalry going here."
The Tigers handled Butler
County 38-12 in the opening
round of Class 2A's playoffs last

Holy Cross at
Mayfield, 6:30 p.m.

Monroe Co. at
Pad. Tilghman, 7 p.m.
Fort Campbell at
South Warren, 7 p.m.
Class 4A
Warren East at
Owensboro, 7:30 p.m.
Madisonville-NH at
Frank.-Simp., 7:30 p.m
Class 5A
Warren Central at
Graves Co., 7 p.m.
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledge
Murray High's Dylan Boone (above)escapes a tackle against Bulter County last week in
the opening round of the Class 2A state playoffs at Ty Holland Stadium. Boone and the
Tigers will face Owensboro Catholic on the road Friday night.
Friday night, but Duncan said crisp performance, especially
there were areas the Tigers defensively.
"I thought we played really
could have made things easier
good defense early against
for themselves.
This week, with nearly Butler County," he said. "I
everyone other than Tre know they got a lot of yardage,
Hombuckle expected to suit up, but we were trying to make sure
Duncan is expecting a more and not give up the deep play.

Later in the game we did give
up the deep play, and that's
something we have to work on.
"1 thought we played and
hustled, but I thought we needed to play a little better on the
•See TIGERS, 9A

Christian Co. at
Bowling Green, 7 p.m.
Class 6A
Central Hardin at
McCracken Co., 7 p.m.
Henderson Co. at
Meade Co., 8 p.m.

MSU MENS BASKETBALL

Chicago guard McCloud signs with Racers
From MSU Athletics

CHICAGO SUN TIMES
JayQuan McCloud will Join the
Racers next fall as a freshman.

ed talk they might trade
Scherzer before opening day.
"I love it here in Detroit,"
NEW YORK (AP) — Max Scherzer said on a conference
Scherzer did most everything on call."Who wouldn't want to be a
the mound this season — led the part of this?"
"The business side will take
majors in wins, started the AllStar game. helped put his team care of itself," he said. "It really
depends on what Detroit wants
in the playoffs.
Now, the newly minted AL to do."
Scherzer and agent Scott
Cy Young Award winner said he
will "wait and see" whether he's Boras said they're open to talkreturning to the Detroit Tigers ing to the Tigers about an extension.
next year.
Scherzer lost only three times
Scherzer went 21-3 and was
an easy pick Wednesday as the this season and was the lone 20American League's top pitcher, game winner in baseball. He
drawing 28 of 30 first-place ranked second in the majors
votes from members of the with 240 strikeouts and was fifth
Baseball Writers' Association of in the AL with a 2.90 ERA.
righty
29-year-old
The
America.
Clayton Kershaw of the Los smiled anil raised both arms
Angeles Dodgers won the NL Wednesday7 when the Cy Young
Cy Young Award for the second results were announced.
"It's unbelievable. It just vintime in three seasons, coming
within one vote of a unanimous dicates everything I've done,"
Scherzer said, acknowledging
selection.
Scherzer — like Kershaw — all the run support he received
can become a free agent after the from Detroit's powerful lineup
2014 season, and the Tigers are probably helped his candidacy
"I've been working so hard
trying to figure out if they can
all
these years to get better and
their
all
with
along
him
afford
other stars such as Miguel better," he added. "I think I took
Cabrera, Prince Fielder and a big step forward in 2013."
Yu Darvish of the Texas
Justin Verlander. That's prompt-
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Class 3A

Murray State head men's basketball
coach Steve Prohm announced the signing of JayQuan McCloud from North
Chicago, Ill.
McCloud, a 6-2 guard, will be a
freshman with the Racers in the fall of
2014.
"We're looking forward to JayQuan
being in our program next season and
we're excited about him becoming part
of our family," Prohm said. "JayQuan is
an explosive scorer that can play on and
off the ball. I love his ability to get his
own shot. He has the talent to be a great

defender. We're excited that he chose to
be at Murray State."
McCloud, who is ready to play his
senior season at North Chicago
Community High School, helped the
Warhawks to a 28-4 record last season
in Illinois Class 3A.
"You live for coaching kids like
JayQaun,", said NCCHS Coach Gerald
Coleman. "He's coachable, respected in
the community and he works very hard.
He's a role model to our younger players. I think Murray State really got a
good one. We led the state in scoring, so
this is a good fit because MSU plays
that up tempo game like we do.

JayQuan can score, but he's very
unselfish and can make his teammates
better. He's a weapon in all areas for
us."
As a junior in 2012-13. McCloud
helped North Chicago to a top-30 ranking among Illinois High Schools. He
scored 17.4 points per game in 31
games. He led his team with 91 assists
and 46 steals and averaged 3.7 rebounds
per game.
McCloud played AAU basketball
with the Illinois Wolves for Coach Mike
Mullins.

Scherzer, Kershaw easily win league Cy Young Awards
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

By
Al

Rangers was second, marking
the highest finish by a Japaneseborn pitcher in Cy Young voting. Hisashi lwakuma of the
Seattle Mariners came in third.
"It was an honor to be a finalist for the American League Cy
Young Award," Darvish said in a
statement. "Both Max Scherzer
and Hisashi lwakuma had
tremendous seasons. Max is a
very deserving winner."
Texas is the only AL team
that's never won a Cy Young
Award.
and
Before
Darvish
lwakuma, the highest Cy Young
finishes for Japanese pitchers
had been fourth place, by Hideo
Nomo in the NL in 1995 and
1996, and
by
Daisuke
Matsuzaka in the AL in 2008.
. "It is such an honor to be one
of the finalists for the best award
as a pitcher," lwakuma said in a
statement before the voting
totals were released. "I had
never thought I would become a
finalist here in the U.S., so this
is very special to me and is a big
surprise."
Scherzer won his first 13
decisions of the season and
made the All-Star team for the
first time.

He helped pitch the Tigers to
their third straight AL Central
title,joined in a deep rotation by
Verlander, the 2011 AL Cy
Young Award winner, Anibal
Sanchez and Doug Fister.
Scherzer went 16-7 last year,
then added a curveball to an
that
repertoire
impressive
already included a hard fastbrill,
slider and changeup.
He beat Oakland as a starter
and in relief during the AL division series, then went 0-I in two
starts against Boston in the AL
championship series — he was
pulled both times with the
Tigers ahead.
Scherzer is distinctive for
more than just his record. His
eyes are different colors, with
the right blue and left brown.
He's also unusual for another
reason: He's made 174 regularseason and postseason starts for
Detroit and Arizona, yet has
never pitched a complete game.
Scherzer threw eight innings
on seven occasions this year,
and sometimes was taken out
with a big lead. His big strikeout
totals tend to run up his pitch
counts, and he said he wants to
be more efficient in the future.
And maybe even pitch a

complete game.
"It is definitely something I
want to achieve," he said. "To
throw a complete game, you
have to have the right context of
the game."
Darvish led the majors with
277 strikeouts and went 13-9
with a 2.83 ERA. lwakuma was

14-6 with a 2.66 ERA and 185
strikeouts for the Mariners.
Sanchez was fourth and Chris
Sale of the Chicago White Sox
was fifth. They each got a firstplace vote.
Kershaw won his second
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MARK J TEAR ILL / AP Photo
In thls Aug. 27, 2013, file photo, Los Angeles Dodgers
starting pitcher Clayton Kershaw throws to the plate during the first Inning of a baseball game against the
Chicago Cubs In Los Angeles. Kershaw won the National
League Cy Young Award, Wednesday, Nov. 13, 2013.
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Free agents as premium prices early
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By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Wnter
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Ned Colletti thought back to last
winter, when people kept pestering him.
"You've got eight starting
pitchers. What are you going to
do with all eight?" the Los
Angeles Dodgers general manager recalled everyone asking.
*And three weeks in, we're on
No.9."
Pitching is at a premium
already, with teams looking to
increase depth for the long season ahead. Pretty much all free
agents are going for top dollar
this early in baseball's offseason.
Tim Lincecum got a $35 million, two-year contract to stay
with the San Francisco Giants,
who didn't want him going on
the open market.
Outfielder Marlon Byrd

agreed to a $16 million, twoyear deal with the Philadelphia
Phillies this week, a huge
increase from the agreement he
signed with the New York Mets
last winter that wound up earning him $800,000 — including
bonuses.
"It's definitely a little scary,"
Mets chief operating officer Jeff
Wilpon said Wednesday after
hearing some ofc_theasking
prices.
Several agents were on hand
for baseball's meetings this
week, which included sessions
with GMs for the first three
days and a full owners' gathering on Thursday morning. The
courtship process will build
heading toward the winter meetings in nearby Lake Buena Vista
• from Dec. 9-12.
Agent Scott Boras, who
wants to goad teams into spending more on free agents, criticized the Mets, Chicago Cubs
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FSU QB investigated in sexual assault
By GARY FINEOUT
& KAREEM COPELAND
Associated Press

lar for the No. 2 Seminoles in
his first college season and the
redshirt freshman is one of the
leading contenders for the
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.(AP) Heisman Trophy. He has
— Florida State quarterback passed for 2,661 yards and 26
Jameis Winston is under inves- touchdowns to help Florida
tigation in an alleged sexual State win its first nine games
assault reported nearly a nearly and move into position for a
a year ago.
spot in the BCS national chamThe
university
and pionship game.
Police
Winston's attorney confirmed
Tallahassee
Wednesday that the Tallahassee Department officials refused to
Police Department is conduct- answer any questions, although
ing an investigation.
they did release a heavily
Winston has been spectacu- redacted two-page incident

report. The report does not
mention Winston by name, but
it says the incident took place
between 1:30 and 2 a.m. last
Dec. 7.
It describes the suspect in
the sexual assault case as being
between 5-foot-9 and 5-11.
Winston is listed by Florida
State at 6-4.
a
Timothy . Jansen,
Tallahassee attorney, said
Winston hasn't been interviewed by police. Jansen said
that at one point he had
believed the matter had been

resolved.
"We basically hope it will be
resolved quickly and that
Winston will be exonerated and
he will be able to focus all his
attention on academics and
football," Jansen said.
The school and coach limbo
Fisher wouldn't comment
because the investigation wasn't closed. The school also said
there was no change in
Winston's status for the
home
game
Seminoles'
Saturday against Syracuse.

•Tigers...
Murray High's vaunted rushpoints."
From Page 9A
Senior quarterback Houston ing attack kicked its game up a
defensive line. We've been
358 notch last week against Butler
working on that this week,just Hartz was 18-of-21 for
County, finishing with 217
threw
for
seven
yards
and
having our guys get lower."
opening
yards on the ground.
touchdowns
in
the
Aces
Owensboro Catholic (9-2)
Duncan said the Tigers have
over
Crittenden
round
victory
defeated Butler County 41-34
placed extra emphasis on the
early in the regular season, and County last week,
Duncan says the Aces are up to • • ,Junior 'Matthew Norcia was things they do well over the past
their same old tricks as far as the biggest beneficiary from few weeks,and added his depth
Hartz's big night, catching five has been bolstered by the return
scheme and talent go.
of what he calls the "three
passes
for 104 yards a score.
Catholic
looks
"Owensboro
"Owensboro can really throw Johns."
just about like they always do,"
"Jon Curd, John Winchester
he said. "They are very well the ball," Duncan said. "They've
coached and they don't really got a good quarterback, he's and John David Benton are all
have, you look at their special been there for awhile, and they three back and they are healthy
teams, their defense and their have good receivers. They are for the first time in a while."
Duncan said. "They've given us
offense and they don't really very, very smart.
depth, and I thought they
some
the
same
thing
"They
do
have any weaknesses.
"They don't usually make a they've always done, and they all played well last week."
Curd had two picks and a
lot of mistakes, and that's how do it really well."
The same could be said for 'fumble recovery in his first
they beat a lot of people. They
game back with the Tigers in a
really make you work for your the Tigers. however.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency

market sets itself."
Only one agreement was
announced Wednesday, with
infielder Nick Punto leaving the
Dodgers for a $3 million, oneyear contract with the Oakland
Athletics. For the premier players, deals will take more time.
How long is unclear.
"There's a certain amount of
hesitation on really agent side as
well as club side in terms of
what the market is and what's
going to happen next," Mets
GM Sandy Alderson said. "I'm
sure there's some clubs that are
looking to jump in and get
something done right away and
are prepared to do it under any
circumstances, and so that's
why I think you may see something over the next week or two.
I don't think necessarily you
have to wait til the winter meetings. I don't know what effect a
late Thanksgiving will have."

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

3A

1, 7 p.m.

and Houston Astros for not
spending enough and playfully
suggested the Tampa Bay Rays
seek a more financially beneficial home.
"I think there's a lot of cities
that may attract them." he said.
"Maybe New Jersey would like
that winning percentage."
After missing the playoffs
for only the second time in 19
years, the New York Yankees
are in a shopping mode. In addition to trying to retain second
baseman
Robinson Cano.
they're interested in catcher
Brian McCann and outfielder
Carlos Beltran, among others.
They need pitching, too. But
there aren't any aces on the freeagent market, so teams could
bid up the prices of pitchers projected as a No. 2 or No. 3 on a
staff.
"I don't think there's any
question about that," Seattle
GM Jack Zduriencik said. "The

CP Z

handful of weeks, and Duncan
said his guys seem up to Friday
night's challenge.
"This is a good team that we .
are about to play, but that's what
you want," he said. "It's the
playoffs. 48 teams will be packing it up and 48 teams will be
winners across the state. It
keeps getting down to fewer and
fewer, and so we are just excited to get the chance to play."

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 121h St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

StAtir Auto

Van Haverstock

National Basketball Association
All Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Philadelphia
5 4 556
—
Boston
4 5 444
Toronto
3 5.375 11
/
2
New York
2 4 333 11
/
2
Brooklyn
2 4 333 1 Y2
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Miami
5 3 625
Atlanta
Si
4 3.571
Charlotte
4 4 500
1
Orlando
4 5 444 11
/
2
Washington
2 5 286 2/
1
2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Indiana
8 01 000 —
Chicago
3 3 500
4
Cleveland
3 6.333 51
/
2
Milwaukee
2 5.286 5/
1
2
Detroit
2 5.286 514
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pct GB
San Antonio
7 1.875
—
Dallas
5 3.625
2
Houston
5 4.556 2/
1
2
Memphis
3 4.429 3/
1
2
New Orleans
4
3 5.375
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
5 1.833
Oklahoma City
—
Portland
2,714
54
5
Minnesota
6 3.667
Y2
Denver
2 4.333
3
Utah
6
0 8 000
Pacific Division
W L Pot GB
Phoenix
5 2.714
—
Sr
L.A. Clippers
5 3.625
Golden State
5 3.625
i4
4 5 444
2
L.A. Lakers
1
5 167 31
Sacramento
/
2
Tuesday's Games
Miami 118. Milwaukee 95
Dallas 105. Washington 95
Golden State 113. Detroit 95
LA. Lakers 116, New Orleans 95
Wednesdays Games
Orlando 94. Milwaukee 91
Philadelphia 123, Houston 117. OT
Charlotte 89. Boston 83
Minnesota 124, Cleveland 95
Toronto at Memphis, 8 p m
New York at Atlanta. 8 pm
Washington at San Antonio. 8 30 p m
L.A Lakers at Denver, 9 p m,
New Orleans at Utah. 9 p m
Phoenix at Portland, 10 p.m
Brooklyn at Sacramento, 10 pm
Oklahoma City at L.A Clippers. 10 30
p.m.
Thursday's Games
Houston at New York, 8 p.m.
Oklahoma City at Golden State, 10 30
p.m.
Fridays Games
Milwaukee at Indiana. 7 p.m.
Chicago at Toronto. 7 p.m.
Portland at Boston, 7:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Cleveland. 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at Miami, 730 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta. 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at Denver, 8 p.m.
Brooklyn at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
San Antonio at Utah, 9 p.m.

4,
14'0

Memphis at LA Lakers 10 30 p m
Detroit at Sacramento 1030 pm
National Football League
All Times EST
Thursday, Nov. 14
Indianapolis at Tennessee 8 25 p rr
Sunday, Nov. 17
Baltimore at Chicago. 1 p m
Oakland at Houston. 1 p m
N Y Jets at Buffalo, 1 pm
Atlanta at Tampa Bay. 1 p in
Detroit at Pittsburgh 1 p m
Washington at Philadelphia, 1 p m
Cleveland at Cincinnati, 1 p m
Arizona at Jacksonville, 1 pm
San Diego at Miami. 4 05 p in
Minnesota at Seattle. 4 25 p m
San Francisco at New Orleans 4 25
pm
Green Bay at N Y Giants. 4.25 pm
Kansas City at Denver, 8 30 pm
Open Dallas, St Louis
Monday, Nov. 18
New England at Carolina. 8 40 p m
Thursday, Nov. 21
New Orleans at Atlanta, 8.25 p m
Sunday, Nov. 24
Minnesota at Green Bay, 1 p m
Jacksonville at Houston. 1 p.m
San Diego at Kansas City. 1 p.m
Chicago at St Louis, 1 pm
Pittsburgh at Cleveland, 1 p.m
Tampa Bay at Detroit 1 p.m
N Y Jets at Baltimore 1 pm
Carolina at Miami, 1 pm
Tennessee at Oakland. 4 05 p in
Indianapolis at Arizona 4 05 p m
Dallas at N Y Giants 4 25 pm
Denver at New England. 8 30 p in
Open Buffalo, Cincinnati. Philadelphia
Seattle
Monday. Nov. 25
San Francisco at Washington 8 40
pm
4

National Hockey League
All Times EST
Tuesday's Games
Buffalo 3, Los Angeles 2. SO
Tampa Bay 2. Montreal 1. SO
Winnipeg 3, Detroit 2, SO
N.Y. Islanders 3. Nashville 1
New Jersey 3. N.Y. Rangers 2
Washington 4, Columbus 3, OT
Carolina 2. Colorado 1
Philadelphia 5. Ottawa 0
Floricla 3, Anaheim 2
Phoenix 3. St Louis 2, OT
San Jose 3. Calgary 2, OT
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 2 Toronto 1. SO
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh 8 p in
Dallas at Edmonton. 10 p in
Thursday's Games
Columbus at Boston 7 p m
Los Angeles at N Y Islanders. 7 p in
Anaheim at Tampa Bay. 7 30 p m
Phoenix at Chicago, 8 p m
Colorado at St. Louis. 8 p m
Dallas at Calgary. 9 p.m.
San Jose at Vancouver, 10 p m
Friday's Games
Toronto at Buffalo, 7 p m
Los Angeles at New Jersey, 7 p.m.
Nashville at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.
Anaheim at Carolina, 7 p.m.
Montreal at Columbus, 7 p.m.
Boston at Ottawa. 730 p.m.
Washington at Detroit. 730 p m

II Titans...
From Page 8A
Pagano credits his players and
coaches for believing in their
system. Titans coach Mike
Munchak pins the success on
one person: Luck. The quarterback stole two wins from the
Titans last season, rallying the
Colts to an overtime win in
Nashville, and from I3-down at
halftime in Indianapolis.
"They have a quarterback
that no matter what the score is
can bring you back and win
football games a lot in a short
period of time," Munchak said.
"The key is their quarterback
staying healthy, and he usually
plays very well."
TITANS' CURSE: Safety
Bernard Pollard says the Titans
are cursed, something they must
break. The veteran who won a
Super Bowl with Baltimore last
season said the Titans are too
talented a team to keep finding

ways to lose. To him, the curse
is being complacent and comfortable on a franchise that hasn't reached the playoffs since
2008. Munchak said he thinks
his Titans are motivated and
played sloppy with four
turnovers against the Jaguars.
REPLACING WAYNE: T.Y.
Hilton has had two of his four
100-yard receiving games in the
two outings since the Colts lost
Reggie Wayne to a torn ACL.
But the Colts need more from
their other receivers. The other
four receivers combined for just
one more reception (eight) than
Hilton had all by himself(seven)
against the Rams.The Colts promoted Da'Rick Rogers off the
practice squad to give Luck
more options.
COLTS' DOMINATION:
Whether it's Peyton Manning or
Luck at quarterback the Colts
dominate the Titans. The Colts
have won three straight in this

series and eight of the last nine.
The Titans' last win against the
Colts came Oct. 30, 2011. in
Nashville with Manning sidelined by neck surgery and Matt
Hasselbeck at quarterback for
Tennessee. The Titans cut
Hasselbeck in March looking to
save some money. and now he'll
be on the Colts' sideline backing
up Luck.
TIME.
FITZMAGIC
PLEASE: The Titans now are in
Fitzpatrick's hands. He was 0-2
replacing Locker last month,
losing to the Chiefs and at
Seattle. Fitzpatrick threw for
264 yards and two touchdowns
with a 111.2 passer rating coming off the bench last week, and
he also ran for another score. In
his last start against the Colts in
2010 in Buffalo, Fitzpatrick
threw for three TDs with no
interceptions and a 120.8 passer
rating.

$11 million next season.
Wainwright gets a $100,000
bonus and Sale gets $60,000 for
finishing fifth.

The AL and NL Most
Valuable Player awards will be
presented Thursday.

42nd Annual
Murray Rotary
Christmas Parade

• Sat.,Dec. 7th,2013
10:00 a.m.
School groups, church groups.civic organizations,
bands and music groups are invited to enter this parade.
Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be awarded to thefirst three
places in three separate divisions.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an
excellent way to have some atrictmasfun and maybe raise
some money at the same time. Since we are asking you to go
above and beyond with your decorating, we are raising the
prize money. First place in each division will receive $200,
second place in each division will receive $150,and third place
in each division will receive' $100.

•Cy Young

••r

FrOm Page 8A
,`•
Kt-it as the National League's
best pitcher after posting a 1.83
ERA — lowest in the majors in
13 years.
"This is such a cool thing. I
can't even explain what it means
to me," he said in an interview
on MLB Network. "It really is a
huge honor."
The 25-year-old lefty with a
big-breaking curve drew 29 of
30 first-place votes. Adam
Wainwright of the St. Louis
Cardinals was picked first on
one ballot and finished second.
Kershaw went 16-9 and
topped the NL with 232 strikeouts. He also won the Cy Young
Award in 2011 and finished second last year to knuckleballer
R.A. Dickey.
Darvish gets a $200,000
bonus and a $1 million raise to

IMISIFAwKNIFE
SHOW BALM
NOVEMBER 16-17 SATURDAY:9-5 SUNDAY:9-4
JULIAN CARROU.CONVENTION CENTER
415 PARK STREET PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

I
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Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:

HOGE SELECTION OF
ANTIOlf ARMS'

41kAMMO
„k RVIVAL
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IIPPLIES!

Club Christmas Parade, do Donna Poston

mmUoRCEP,f

COMPLIR SNOW IIIVAIIIATION CALL Mtn #274171

P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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Lawn 8 Garden
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile homes For Rent
Mobile Moine Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Mouses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock I Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
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440
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Real
Farms For Sake
Acreage
Mollies For Sale
Motorcycles I ATV k
Auto Parts
Sport Uhlety Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco I Supplies
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$8.50 Column Inch,60`. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All.) Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pertod
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Lionel
Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2013-1619 An Ordinance amending City of Murray
Code of Ordinances, Chapter 96.03 for the purpose of adopting the annual counts
assessment for property situated within the City as a basis for ad valorem tax levies

eAnD 03 THAJVKS
The family of Joe Pat Lee wishes
to sincerely thank all those who
supported us during this time of great

Chapter 96.03 is hereby amended as follows:
A NIENDMENT I.

loss. Thank you for all the prayers,

ADDITIONS,ASSERTIONS & CHANGES:

City of Murray Code of Ordinances. 06.03 AD VALOREM TAX

love and support during this time.
Also, thanks for all of the beautiful
flowers, cards and food.

Ai An ad valorem tax rate of $0,994fi 0 4095 is hereby levied on each
$100 valuation of real estate property. including franchise real
property, in the city subject to taxation, for the operation of the city
general fund
Bi An ad valorem tax rate of$&3945 0.4095 is hereby levied on each
$100 valuation of tangible personal property, including franchise
tangible personal property, in the city, subject to taxation for operation
of the city general fund.
IEIA 10,4 penalty shall be imposed on all unpaid property tax bills as ot
2011 December 1. 2013 which shall he in addition to the
actual amount of ad valorem tax.
IF )Ain-simple interest rate of6rr per annum shall be imposed In all
'MI with anipsitt
unpaid property tax bills as of January
property tax bills continuing to bear this interest rate until the date
of payment.
1G The City Cleric/FmeGaileetermay publish, according to law, on or
about April 1, i*H-20...14, a list of delinquent property tax statements.
and in addition to penalties and interest hereto imposed, a five dollar
$5.00) publication charge, per publication, shall be added to each
published property tax statement.
Hi Effective lanuary 1,-20+4-29.14, a tax rate of $0.3635 shall he levied
on each $100 of vehicle and watercraft as,sessment in the city for the
operation of the city general fund.
ii Effective January I.-vow ziu, a tax rate of $0.0165 shall he levied on
each one hundred dollars $100i of vehicle and watercraft assessment
in the city for the funding of active pensioners, Police arid Fireman's
Pension fund.
Ki Upon adoption of divisions'Hi and ili of this section, the City eletit is
hereby authorized to certify to the Department of Property Taxation,
Revenue Cabinet, Prrinkfort, Kentuckr,. the total tax rate of$0.3800 to be
levied on January 1, 2008 2014, Motor Vehicle and Watenraft Valuations
sis Bill Wells
Mayw
Attest:
June Battii
City Clerk
SUMMARY PREPARED BY: WARREN K. HOPKINS

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments
will hold a public hearing on Wednesday,
November 20, 2013 at 4:30 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall, located at
104 N. 5th St., to review the following:
Dimensional
variance request for an accessory structure to be place in a side yard located at
1006 Westgate Drive by Bill Crass. All
interested persons are
invited to attend. If further information is
needed, please contact the Murray
Planning Department at 270-762-0330.

020
Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

We would like to say a special heartfelt
thanks to Bros. Martin Severns and
Jerry Lee for the inspirational and
uplifting words and thanks to Ricky
Cunningham for the music. Also,
thanks to his son-in-law, Paul Winkler,
for the memorable eulogy, saying the
words we all had in our hearts but
could not speak.
Whether Joe was family, friend,

759-5850

We Buy Junk Cars
£r Scrap Metal

91V

mEivrony

LIMR&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
ifellowsk i
3 mo....---$30.110
3 8$0. .......... 00.00
6 mo.
6 am --MO.'S
1 yr. ---.$105-00
1 yr..--$1000
Rest of KY/TN
ePuryearA Bactleimal

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

3 mo..----$40.00
mo.--SUM
1 yn

3
6 No.
1 yr. -.---$145.00

Check

Money Order

Visa

MC

Citrate Control
Available
'247 Surveillance
•Pst Control
94 East
270 978 1400 or
270-485-6122

White Oak Kennel
Boarding
Dogs & Cats
Daily: $12
Weekly:$70
Monthly $200
Discount for Militari
15 miles south of
Dover.
(931) 721-4549

Name

In Loving Memor9 o
.51-epkanie Carrawa9'McClarcl
1973-2008
Love Lives On
Those we love remain with us
for love itself lives on, and
cherished memories neverfade
because a loved one is gone.
Those we love can never be
more than a thought away,
for as long as there is a
memory, they will live on
in our hearts.
Mom
Brent and Julia

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities
060

060
Help Wanted

C.4.41t9Mtr SerAlCO_ROprool_entAtt_ve
An established locally owned home medical
equipment provider is currently seeking a customer service representative for its Paris. TN
location. Responsibilities include providing

Murray Woman's Clinic has an opening for a
full-time LPN or RN. If you are experienced,
1013 experience is a plusi have a great personality,
and enjoy a fast-paced work environment, send or
bring your resume and cover letter to our office.
We offer competitive salary, medical
insurance and a 401K. No phone calls please.
Murray Woman's Clinic
305 S 8th St., Murray, KY 42071
.1,

Lynn Grove
Zip

,State
, Daytime Ph.

, Self Storage

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 755-1915

2:143.11:11142
.? Cifff & Laws Key

G.E. Financing
908-C S 12TH

accounts in Murray and surrounding

or marketing is preferred. Previous sales

Paid holidays and vacation, health and
dental plans, salary plus commission, are
all part of an excellent benefit package.
No on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T

Service Technician
Danny Larcom Heating & A., E 1
for a motivated & qualified service technician
with a good driving record, good communicat
skills & a high level of r:ustomer service
Pay based on experience Paid vacation &
holidays bonuses company vehichle. major
tools provided Aflac sign on bonus
Danny Larcom Heating & Air/Electrical
1600 W. Main Street
Union City. TN 38261
Come by our office or visit our website
to fill out application
larcomair.com
Principle Distribution
is seeking full & part-time
and semi-retired
local contract delivery drivers.
Monday - Friday routes.
Contractors must have a pick-up truck or cargf,
van, valid drivers license. 300/300 (commercial)
insurance, and a cell phone
Call Diane 0 972-877-1487
Of small dharrlseprIncipiedistrIbution.com

Equipm
Tire Ch
Motors,
Promo
others,
Misc- V
Colema
Boop it

Nouns For Rent

Woman
Grill Tat

3/2 Brick Ranch, unfur
nished, city schools,
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Drive, central
A/C & heat, 2-car
garage,
attached
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup,
big
carpets,
new
fenced back yard,
yearly lease-$900 rent,
Tel. 270-978-2589.

Angle II
Grinder
Si

Appliances

and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
ti05 [South

12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Nome Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. St,'
in plastic. King $375
Full $175.
(270)293-4121

3BR 2BA,Nice brick
with bonus room,appliattached
ances,
garage & storage.
Near Murray High.
$950.
(731) 363-0211.

A:

Satu

Farrr
From A
P,ot er

Hazel, 3BR, 1.5 BA,
C/1-i/A. 492-8526
Misty Meadows subdivision 4700 Sq.Ft. plus
garage and walk-in
attic. 270-752-0477
3BR, 1BA, $625 per
month (270)978-1400

Murray, KY 42071
160
Home Furnishings

Or
ads@ murrayledgercom
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ALL FURNITURE
E. MATTRESSES
ON SALE!!

United Livestock Commodities

CARRAWAY FIJRNIWRE
& MATTRESSES
105 NORTH 3RD
753-1502

in Mayfield is seeking local drivers.
3 years of Class A CDL driving required.
Contact Joseph Watson 270-705-9604

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wetipage at
murrayledgercom,
you will he redirected
to johnet work.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
Opening @ Cagle &
Bailey Adult Health for
PRN LPN or CNA
Must be able to work
weekday
flexible
hours Send resume to
1040K
Box
PO
Murray, KY 42071

Oppw- rr,,,/tN

, St. Address
City

Responsibilities for this position include

experience is required.

LPN/RN

subscribe to the ...

Advertising Sales Representative.

ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $59

areas. Must enjoy working with the public

P.O. Box 1040-L Murray, KY. 42071

Storage

accepting resumes for the position of

sewing machines

12701753-5323

and more. Excellent communication and

lxi ,
40litti I rep

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Several

JANOME eit SINGER

ADVERTISING SALES

Tackle I

SALES & VAC

advertising plans and develop new

customer support skills are required. Interested
candidates should send resume to:

a WINN dime

Call Craig for more details.
Monday-Friday 9am-4.pm 270-759-5540

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells
coins/paper money
At Trends-N-Treasures
Murray,Kentucky
Wedesperately need to
buy your coins, paying
top $$$$$$
Dr. Fuhrman
270-753-4161

loving, giving man and will

service to customers at the location and on the
telephone, data entry, insurance verification

Papa Smurf

Located in Murray, KY & Rochester, IN.,
GlenDi Inc. is a small, family-owned
trucking company that has been in
business since 1975.
We are taking applications for full and part time
company drivers with a class A CDL, and a
good driving record. Average 2500-2700 miles
a week with good home time.
Competitive pay package including:
health insurance/retirement plari/grt..safety bonus
Also seeking Owner Operators.

BEL-AIR
CENTER,

never be forgotten.

Table S

Articles
For Sale

working with a business to create

Murray Recycling
201 Woods Rd.

150
Help Warned

co-worker or neighbor, he was loved
and will certainly be remembered as a

Help Wanted

Make us a part
of your daily
routine...
and
don't
miss a
beat!

060

Gibson Truck Lines
LLC is taking applications for the following
job positions, team to
run Northwest. OTR
drivers, and part-time
drivers. All drivers must
be 25 years old. have 2
years ocer-the-road
experience in past 5
years, no accidents or
major moving violations on MVR, and
pass DOT drug screen
Call 270-767-0191 for
application Resumes
can be mailed to PO
Box 1257, Murray, KY
42071 or emailed to
dispatch0gibsontrucklines.com
SALARIED
computer/network
helpdesk technician in
Calvert City
Experience required.
www smart
Details:
pathteth convcareer

We will be accepting
applications for prcduction and quality
assurance positions at
the Murray Career
Discovery Center.
Tuesday, Nov 19th
from 10:00 am until
3:00 pm
Hamilton-Ryker is an
equal opportunity
employer and promotes a drug-free
workplace.
070
Position Wanted

Home/ Office cleaning,
experienced.
References available
(270) 703-8080

'OWNER FINANCE**
3BR. 2BA, nice setting.flat 1 acre. $2,950
down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd..
Murray area
(615)397-3171

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray

GOOD used air condi
boner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electnc & gas heater.
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
and
cars
running
trucks and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
VYTB. DESKTOP computer with Windows7 If
no answer, please
leave message
761-6275

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Real!
Auc

VIS

REAL 151

720 S. 4TH ST.
Carper of 1215. & Glendale.
IOXIO's & 10x15's
(270)436-2524

I.
2005 Fleetwood 16 x
80 , 2BR 2 BA. Extra
nice (270)489-2525.
2BR. & lot. $11,900.00.
753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Flint
2BR furnished or un
furnished, fenced yard
$450/mo & $450/dep.
227-1872
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs. pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Storage Rentals

320
Apartments For Rent
1 BR 1 BA w/d $400
2BR IBA Townhome
w/d starting at $500
Call 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

279-753-11556
1595 Weald Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

Commerical Prop For Rem
Eli

1500 Sq ft. Office.
Bathroom, 2-overhead
doors, $375.00
a
month.
Call 270 293-3292. or
270 767-0250.
FOR Rent 4 Car Shop
with a 14 or 16 ft. overhead door, bathroom,
overhead heavy duty
hoist, great parking,
easy access, great visibility. $70000 month.
Call 270-753-2905 for
more information.

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858
Malt-a-Poo registered
vet checked
and
(270)489-2761

cr

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905

270

[

380
Psis & WON
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
28R from $175

ROCHA
IK

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4I59

Prey,
snacl
pumf
Cour
Refni
2 Rei
Lot, r
Cond
EPA ,

Term
A 10'

ger & Times
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

PUBLIC AUCTION

GARAGE & YARD SALE DIRECTORY

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15TH &
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH, AT 10:00 AM
1420 Mayfield Metropolis Rd Lone Oak, KY

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR

This is going to be a TWO (2) Day Auction starting on Fri
Nov 15th and Sat Nov 16th. There is going to be a lot of
GOOD MERCHADISE BOTH DAYS. Come prepared to spend
the day. THINGS WILL BE SOLD AS WE GET TO THEM.

Saturday
10AM-3PM

FURNITURE AND BIG ITEMS SOLD ON SAT.

—11x9un.
—Non.12p.m.
— Tue.1p.m
— Itted.12 p.m.
— Thur.12p.m.

mmissi
VISA
immom

mote For Rent

LEASING
bedroom Apts.
cept Section
douchers.
Mur-Cal Apts
orthwood Dr
4onday,
psday, Friday.
B 759-4984.
al Housing
portundy
)D #711

iss For Rent

Ranch, unfur
city schools,
ighborhood on
Drive, central
heat, 2-car
garage,
fridge, dishW/D hookup,
carpets,
big
back yard,
iase-$900 rent,
-978-2589.

3A,Nice brick
ius room,appliattached
& storage.
Murray High.

63-0211

3BR, 1.5 BA,
492-8526

ieadows subdi.700 Sq.Ft. plus
and walk-in
'0-752-0477

BA, $625 per
(270)978-1400

Warehousing
MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
RAGE and
10PANE

9 E. Main
1) 753-6266
?70) 293-4183
-4 p.m. M-F

,RENTALS

I-STORAGE
S. 4TH ST.
121S.&G
O's & 10x15's

Di 436-2524

1REMIER
',STORAGE
climate control

Furniture- Bedroom Suites, Curio Cab, Cedar Chest, Table and
Chairs, Oak Washstand, Shetves, Clocks, Old Cabinet Radio and ilsiie

Tools-Milwaukee, Skill, Craftsrnan-Chain saws, Hammers, Drills,
Screwdivers, Sockets, Wrenches, Shop Vac, Clamps, Boomers,
Mics, Planes, Axes, Sledge Hammer, Angle Drill, Vise, Wood chisels, Chain Hoist, Files, Metal Cart, Cross Cut Saws, Routers,
Table Saw, Radial Arm Saw, Alum Brake, Ramps, Tool Boxes,
Tackle Boxes, Pressure Washer and many other tools!

Misc- Valvoline Gas Can, Boxes of Ammo. Shackles with keys,
Coleman Stove and Laterns. Old Oil cans, Meat Grinders, Betty
Boop items,Fishing Poles and Lures, Banzat Wood Skateboard,
Several gas cans, Playboy Magazines, Old Books, Cook Books,
Woman Statue, Wood Stove, Fire Wood, Gas Grill, Propane Gas
Grill Tanks, Watches, Pictures, Lighters, Lamps, Pots and Pans,
Angle Iron, Beer Clock, Beer Mirror Advertising, Speakers, Coffee
Grinder, and more!

Farm Location: Hwy. 80 & Burkeen Rd., Dexter, KY 42036
From Murray: Take Hwy 80 F 11 8 Miles Then Turn left Or; Burkeen RI
P;oceed To PI0pP,t1' Signs Posted!!

41.87 ACRES
—
,

HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE FARMLAND!
GREAT LOCATION NEAR THE AURORA COMMUNITY!
ROAD FRONTAGE ON HWY.80 & BURKEEN RD.
EASY ACCESS TO KENTUCKY LAKE!
2 MILES TO KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK!!
Real Estate Sells Absolute To The Highest Bidder At 10:00 AM!

Auction Held At Kenlake State Resort Park Located At
542 Kenlake Rd., Hardin, KY 42048
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS,
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down pay of Sale With Balance Due firt•nr 30 Days A i0% Buys's

arernium Will Be Aided To Fite Us And Inc:uned in The ,rittai-tf'hc• MakhYour Inspector's
40a.41,
9
,Any timr; - r ', - AL^ITA' 11TITE) ny i',
phor To Day Of Sale You May View The Prowl)
The Sett l'in Agents

•,:.„,,ept;',..1.-,:,,..,,,n,i1-,:z. , •
HARRIs
.
•
_
it 1.: ti. ENT vrE & ti

11'111\
—
MICHAEL HARRIS Broker,Auctioneer • TF *ASV 3855 Si RI 45 North • Mayfield KY 42066
R f n NE TH HARRIS Broker Aucttoneet • TI tin11$24
2628 Cox Mill Rd • Hoonsyole KY 42240
8EN BOLINGER. Realtor,Aucttonent
800-380-4318
'•
270-247-3253 v,v,%-harri`alit
'II'

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Tuesday, Nov. 26th • 4:07 PM
4164 Murray Hwy., Hardin, KY

Sq ft. Office
2-overhead
$375.00
a

Poo registered
vet checked
39-2761

t3200 Sq.Ft.• 1/2 Acre Lot • Modern Equipped Building
Proven Location • Super Stop Convenience Mart
Between Murray State University & Benton, KY
Underground Storage Tanks • Recently Installed Gas Pumps
Previously Super Stop Convenience Mart. The only stop for gas and
snacks between Murray and Benton. It features: Recently installed gas

pumps; an Open Floor Plan with Cashier Counter, Soda Fountain
Counter; Kitchen Area; Office Area; + 27ft of Reach-In Glass Door
Refrigerated Display Cooler/Freezer with Walk-In Storage; Kitchen Area;
2 Restrooms; fluorescent lighting, drop ceiling; large Concrete Parking
Lot; recently installed Natural Gas Pack Central Heat & 2 Central Air
Conditioning Units; underground storage tanks for fuel with up to date
EPA Closing Report.
Terms of Auction: 15% deposit day of auction, balance within 30 days.
A 10% buyer premium will be added to the final bid and
included in the total contract pnce

ROBERT ALEXANDER

"
21
,
(r
.41 54-

REAL ESTATE 6 AUCTION CO.
/one *epicene, Auctioneer
Retold
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Pubk Sale

511N Auction
Service
ypes Auction
lenton, KY
P0-708-4889

ISRER&TIMES

In theatClassifieds.

14, 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-560

State laws tortwd discrimination
in the sale. nmtal or advertomg
of real estate based on tatlinN in
addition to those protected
under federal lats.

753-1916

shop
&
26xx38
attached 38x24 shed
48 acre tillable, 45 acre
House has
timber
indoor gym, theatre
rec room All or part
559-2032

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

3BR 1 5 BA,large lot
(270) 436-5927 or
(270) 978-2861

Lots For Sale

Western Shores Lot
Acres
175.
1.33
Estates II $29,000
(636)439-8282

7
1
4
9
5
8
4 5 8 6 3
9 1 3 2 6
1 4 7 9 _2

2 8
5 3
6,9
7 6
3 4
1 2
9 _1

4 7
8 5

753-1916
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
aa1
7
1 111161446

ML Garage Doors
repair,
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters,
junk & tree work

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Natasha or Carrie
We'll be
glad to help!
DOUBLE

MANAGEMENT
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hernandez Tires. Auto
detailing, car wash and
m
or
e
facebook.comexpress
autospaky.
270-76'7-1130

Ky Lake
Remodeling

CLEAN CUT

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

LEAF REMOVAL
LEAF MULCHING
Free e,timates
(.111 f..c% 111

Visit
kentuckyiake
remoleling.com

270-873-9916

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Ltrensed & Insured

classified@murrayledger.com

1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

• weekl) & special pickups

Logan at
270-293-0476.

iMurray
& Times

Email You Ad To:

Advertise with us for the best results!
ixl $75 per month

HALL'S WASTE

DRYWALL & painting:
no lob too big or small.
Free estimates Call

f;3

Roberson Road South,
best offer.
6(865) 403-2791

5
8
7
4
1
3

The Backbone Of America

03 Ford Taurus. Very
good condition, very
to
cleanMust see
appreciate 100k miles.
013.0.
$3,600
( 7 3 1 )7 8 2 - 3 1 28.
(270)853-5419

Services Offered
Large home & 90
acres Includes 3 acre
lake, good hunting/fishshop,
ing,
30x80

Corner 5 acre lot off

4
6
1
2
9
5

SMALL BUSINESS

2011 Chevy Equinox
Steel
LT1.
Moca
Metallic. 22/32 miles
per gallon. 18,200
miles. $18.500 OBO
753-2314 or 293-7521.

Darling 3 Bedroom. 2
Bath on 5 acres Large
2
car
garage
$115.000 293-3108

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

270-293-4020
YEARRY'S

Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates,436-2562
227-0267

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

TAKE

LANDSCAPES

LANDSCAPES
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
• Trimming Hedges • Landscape Design
• Clean Out Existing Beds • Mulching
• Mowing & Bagging Yards
• BAGGING FALL LEAVES
OTHER SERVICES
• Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
• Debris Cleanup • Tree Damage
• Pressure Washing • Gutters

Voted Most Reasonable!
ElliotWright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Need References? Got 'em!

EON Mc
MINI
STORAGE'
HOW-lid!!! I I
All Size Units

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whltnell Ave.

, 753-3853

J & S Lawn Care
13 years experience
Free estimates
Leaf removal
bagging system.
(270) 705-1862

GARLAND]
RENTAL
if you've got it, we can store it"

_st-f/Na\
McCUISTON
270-293-1924

approx 7 miles, turn left
onto Brewers Hwy 402 E
From the Murray Campus
take US 641 N +10 miles
and turn right on
Brewers Hwy (402 E
Signs posted

Obedience
anmere.com
16-2858

USED TIRES

8 acres (sub divided
into 8 lots) In city,
gravel drive, city water
All or part $48,500 00
559-2032

Replacement and Repait

/cal Prop. For Rent

0 293-3292. or
7-0250.

Auto Parts

112:1
Homes For Sale

stilled to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad. %Omit makes it
illegal to advertise am prefereme, limitation or discrimination baked on race. color, tvligion. ses, handwar. tanultal stains sir national origin. or intention to make am such[Hetetence,, limitation. or discnnunation

9
2
3
8
6
7

480

3 Hunting & Income
Producing Farms
93acres,
31acres,
168acres
270-556-3576

ROOFING

Location: From Benton

its & Supplies

Iron Horse Auction
Company, Inc.
910.997.2248
NCAL 3936- SCAL 1684
www ironhorseauction corn

3
7
8
5
2
6

Doti, uli Lesci ***

and Russell Counties
[
galAcreage
Starts: Nov 8th &
Ends: Nov 21st 0 1pryr

ith fair
For turther a,ktance.
Housing Advertising requirements, contact \AA Counsel
Rene l' Milam, 1701164FF- I VW

traveling US-641 spurs

ent 4 Car Shop
4 or 16 ft. overloor. bathroom,
ad heavy duty
great parking,
:cess, great vis$700 00 month,
'0-753-2905 for
'formation.

Residential Lots in KY
3 Lots in Calloway

We will knowingly a:cept
ad‘cooing tor real estate is hich
o not in ‘kilation of the la.. All
persons are hereby intormed
ed are
that all d.ellings ad‘erti,
available on an equal opportunity basis.

IN 1 TRACT

8

1
4
2
3
8
9
7
5
6

•••

Farms For Sale

!lousing Act Notice
.\ II real estate ad‘ertised herein

Saturday, November 16th 2013 @ 10:00 AM

storage
unty alarmed
ate & clean
i sell boxes!
rent U-Hauls
53-9600.

6
178
t3

Lots of outdoor Christmas displays,
lighted, wooden, Disney character blowmolds, lights, extension cords, step ladders, twin bed, home decor, household
items, clothes and much more

\Jur.) Ledger & Times I air

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION

6
9
5
1
7
4
2
8
3

3

Real Estate

KY Lic #P2521 TN Lic # Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

Answer to previous puzzle

Saturday
8am-12pm

430

(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com

31

4

See website Chavisauction.com or Auctionzip.com for pictures

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071

,

200 East Poplar Street

Bank Owned
Absolute Online
Only Auction

Promo Cars- 100+/- different kinds and sizes, die cast 1/24 and
others, and Sports Collector Cards

......, ,
„4

9

Unique hand-made gifts. wreaths, jewelry,
Vanity Mirrors, scarves, candles, hairbows,
Zile, AVON, Home-baked goods: freeze-dried
salsas, pickles, desserts.
facebook.comishirleybamettscott/events

Equipment- 4 Riding Mowers, Push Mowers tillers, Wood Spliter,
Tire Changer, Commerical Blower, Commerical Metal Shelf, Baot
Motors, Rear Tine Tiller, 2 Wheel Trailer, Air Compressor, and more!

•

Concepts SudoKu

INDOOR SALE

Cast Iron-Griswold, Wagner, USA, Wardway, Martin Skillets,
Corn stick pans, Muffin pans, Dutch oven, Dinner Bell, Tractor
Seat, Skillet Ash trays, - OVER 100 pieces, Granite Ware, 100 +
Meat Grinders Griswold, Keen Kutter, and misc.

Sucloku is a number-plaang puzzle based on a 9x9 9nd with
sever
ven numbers The object i$ io place the nanciers 110
9 in the empty squares SO that eacn row each column aria each
3x3 box atntains the same number only once The dificulty levet
of the Conadpth Suclo6u Kxxeases trom Monday lb Sunday

SUDOKU

607 Poplar Street
Weaks Center

Glassware-Carnival, Pyrex, Fire King, Car Decanters, Several
Kerosene Lamps, Jars and Bottles, and more

—.1.

Ihursday, November 14, 2013• 1

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C.Gallimore
vivvrv.OECLIC.NET

• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St

Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

(270) 759-0890

270-753-2905

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!
LESS THAN

$10
PER ISSUE!

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Molly or
Natasha
(270) 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

,T
EDGERa IMES
MURRAY

CLASSIFIEDS

12 • Thursday, November 14, 2013

Murray Ledger & Times
‘Iiirray IA

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
aU Your Septic heeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales 8 Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Great Hometown Service
Dor, spena ,orley out 01
slate

veep

(2701293-8480

ADULT
FEEL THE VIBE,
Urban women and men
ready to MAKE THE
CONNECTION Cat
singles in your areal
Try FREE, Call 1-800950-8302
HAVE FUN and find a
genuine connection,
The next voice on the
other end of the line
could be the one Call
Tango 1-800-805-2914
FREE trial,
Meet singles right now!
No paid operators, just
real people like you.
Browse greetings,
exchange messages
and connect live. Try it
free. Call now. 1-888979-2264
WHERE LOCAL SINGLES CHAT, Real
callers in YOUR area!
Fun and Discreet! Live
1 -on-1 phone chat Try
FREE! Call 1-800-3511686
AUCTIONS
Ohio Large Land
Auction Thursday.
December 5. 2013
6:00 pm at the Quality
Inn, 577 State Route 7
North, Gallipolis Ohio.
600 acres more or less
containing multiple
tracts located throughout Gallia County,
Ohio. Recreational
(some tracts located in
Wayne Nat. Forest),
Commercial, and
Timber tracts are being
sold with reserve, subject to Owners
Conformation. 5%
buyer's premium
added to the final
once. Selling 8 different tracts. Tracts 1-8
will be offered in individual tracts, in any
combinations of these
tracts, and in its entirety. Tracts range in
size from 39 acres103 acres. For
Continual updates and
more info on this auction visit wwwwisemanrealestate.com or
www.auctionzip.com.
Auctioneer/Listing
Realtor Josh Bodimer
740-645-6665 Real
Estate Broker David
Wiseman, Wiseman
Real Estate 740-4463644. Walk land at
your leisure! Look for
signs and directional
signs to find properties.
or call Josh with questions, Announcements
made by the
Auctioneer at the
Auction podium dunng
the time of the sale will
take precedence over
any previously pnnted
material or any other
oral statements made.
HEALTH SERVICES
If You Used The Blood
Thinner Pradaxa and
suffered internal bleeding, hemorrhaging.
required hospitalization
or a loved one died
while taking Pradaxa
between October 2010
and the present. You
may be entitled to
compensation Call
Attorney Charles H
Johnson 1-800-5355727
If You Used The
Mirena IUD between
2001-present and suffered perforation or
embedment in the
uterus requiring surgical removal. or had a
chid born with birth
defects you may be
entitled to compensation Call Johnson Law
arid speak with female

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

staff members 1-800535-5727
LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
WEST KENTUCKY
SELECT BRED
HEIFER SALE - Selling
175 Spring Calving
Bred Heifers - 8 Angus
and 2 BeefmasterAngus Bulls.
www.ca.uky.edu/bredheifer/ Saturday,
November 23, 12:00
noon CT. KY-TN
Livestock Market
Guthrie, KY
MISCELLANEOUS
Airlines Are Hiring Train for hands on
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified
- Job placement assistance. Call Aviation
Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
Divorce With Or
Without children
$125.00 Includes
name change and
property settlement
agreement. Save hundreds. Fast and easy.
Call 1-888-733-7165,
24/7
NOTICES
Donate your car, truck
or boat to Heritage for
the Blind. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax
Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care of. 800658-4591.
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVE! Starling at
$19.99/month (for 12
months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels. Free
Equipment, Installation
& Activation. Call.
Compare Local Deals!
1-800-254-1095.
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Gun Show November
16-17 Sat. 9-5 & Sun.
9-4 Paducah Julian
Carroll Convention
Center (415 Park St)
Buy-Sell-Trade. Info:
(563) 927-8176
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed, Learn to dnve
for Werner Enterprises,
Earn $750 per week,
Local CDL Training
gets you job ready in 3
weeks! 1-877-2431812
Apply Now! CDL
Drivers in High
Demand! Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work, State WIA Grants
and VA Accepted
Tuition Financing
Available 1st yr avg.
$38 - $40.000 per ATA
(502) 955-6388 or
(866) 244-3644
Attention Regional &
Dedicated CDL-A
Drivers' Avert is
Growing and we need
youl Fut-benefits and
weekly hornetime Join
us today' 855-4308869_ Apply online at
AverittCareers.corn
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Call Now! International
Truck Driving
Schoot/131H Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students, No CDL, No

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -big or

Graduate students present teacher
leader capstone projects
Special to the Ledger

The college of education at
Murray State University hosted
a capstone presentation for the
753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
December 2013 graduates of the
M.A. in education teacher leader
program on Friday, Nov. 1.
FUTRELL'S
Fourteen graduate students preTREE SERVICE
sented two research projects
*Trimming
designed to improve the learn*Removal
ing or climate in their own
*Stump Grinding
school or district.
*Firewood
"The teacher leader master's
*Insured
degree capstone experiences are
(270) 489-2839
developed collaboratively with
an administrator within their
school or district. The projects
are tied directly to plans that
will improve the school while
other course content develops
the leadership capacity of the
teacher. The teacher leader proProblem! State WIA
gram enrollment continually
Program if qualified or
Financing available.
grows and the teachers' projects
888-780-5539
document their success,"
www.facebook.com/itd- clearly
said Dr. David Whaley, dean of
school
the college of education.
Drivers - CDL-A
-We are very proud of the
Drivers Needed Now
hiring solos & teams in impact our graduate students are
your area! Small
having in their schools and corn-

Drivers - CDL-A Train
and work for us!
Professional, focused
CDL training available.
Choose Company
Dnver. Owner
Operator, Lease
Operator or Lease
Trainer. (877) 3697192
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Graduate students presenting their M.A. in education teacher leadership capstone projects
included, back from left, Alan Sullivan, Shannon Ballard, Jodi Douthitt, Mary Beth Mason,
Emily Goehman; front from left, Meredith Saalwaechter, Kathryn Causseaux, Lauren Case,
Ginny Furches, Jettie Payne, Sarah Workman and Amanda Mitchell-Jones. Not pictured are
Charles Whitnell and Dana Threatt.
munities as they design and noted Dr. Meagan Musselman, graduate from this program
implement action research proj- coordinator of the teacher leader show great promise in helping
ects to discover best practices," program. "The students who their schools to perform better."

MSU to host Global Alumni Lecture Series
Special to the Ledger

On Wednesday, Nov. 20, the
Murray State University Alumni
Association will host the annual
Global Alumni Lecture Series to
International
celebrate
Education Week. The lecture
series began in 2006 to connect
WVAV.CentralTruckDrivi
distinguished global alumni
ngJobs.com
with current students, faculty
Drivers - Hiring
and staff.
Experienceci/Inexperie
"It's no surprise that our stunced Tanker Drivers!
leave Murray State with
dents
Top Earners make $.51
an interest in making an impact
per Mile, New Fleet
Volvo Tractors! 1 Year
globally. The Global Alumni
OTR Exp. Req. Lecture Series gives us the
Tanker Training
opportunity to bring back sucAvailable. Call Today:
877-882-6537
cessful alumni and share the
www.OakleyTransport.
MSU experiences that inspired
corn
them," noted Jim Carter, vice
Flatbed Drivers New
institutional
of
president
Pay Scale-Start @
advancement at Murray State.
.37cpm. Up to .04cpm
The two speakers for this
Mileage Bonus Home

year's event are Justin Taylor
and Jeff Stearman. Both come
from careers with international
experience.
Taylor received a B.S. degree
in agriculture business and
Spanish in 2003. During his
years at MSU, he was an intern
in Washington, D.C., for the
USDA during the summers of
2002 and 2003. He then went on
to the University of Florida and
received his master's degree in
food and resource economics in
2004. Taylor worked for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
from 2005-11. During that time
he traveled the globe as an analyst and eventually entered the
Foreign Agriculture Service,
working in Vietnam for three
years. He is now the marketing
services manager for North
America at Arysta LifeScience,

Weekends Insurance &
401K Apply @
Boydandsons.com
800-648-9915

Horoscope

Home Weekends.
Regional Flatbed.
Guarantee Pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. 0/Ops
welcome. Call today for
details. 800-554-5661
ext. 331 www.fixtransportjobs

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 15, 2013:
This year you exude an intensity and magnetism that others often
cannot resist. As a result, a person easily could become jealous. If
you are single, make sure that when you are dating, the feelings are
somewhat equal on both sides. The key to successful relating will be
your willingness to be open and vulnerable. If you are attached, your
authentic self-expression might be more important to the well-being
of your union than you realize. Resist using sarcasm, and pay more
compliments to your sweetie. TAURUS is as stubborn as you are.

NDL Seeking CDL-A
Solos & Teams!
Choose your own
Home Time! Solos: up
to 44cpm. Teams: up to
54cpm. No Touch
Freight.
Medical/DentaVLife
Insurance. 1 -Year
Recent Verifiable
Experience. 877-3349677.
WWW Drive4NDL.com

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** An idea might be great until you look at the cost of following
through. You have the passion and drive that encourages people
either to join in or run away. A squabble could start out of the blue
because of a misunderstanding. Tonight: Get to the bottom of the
problem. Clear the air.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You aim to make others happy, yet the impending Full
Moon has your nerves on edge. Try to detach and gain a better

understanding of where others are coming from. An acquaintance
Need Class A CDL
appears to be quite contrary. Consider not getting involved. Tonight
Training? Start a
TGIF! Enjoy every minute.
Career in trucking
today! Swift Academies GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
*** You'll feel inspired by the presence of a certain higher-up or
offer PTDI certified
friend. This person encourages you to break past self-imposed limicourses and offer
tations. The only question that remains is why you create obstacles
'Best-In-Class training. New Academy
or sometimes give obscure information. Tonight: Only what you want.
Classes Weekly • No
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Money Down or Credit ***** You feel a tug between what you want to do and what a
Check • Certified
loved one would like you to do. The juggling act could be touchy.
Mentors Ready and
Getting into a skirmish or battle of wits simply is not worth it. If a hasAvailable • Paid (While sle looms, make time for what you want on a different day. Tonight:
Training With Mentor)• Love the moment.
Regional and
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Dedicated
**** You could be determined to make an appearance in an
Opportunities • Great
important meeting. You will be present, as long as you stay clear and
Career Path • Excellent don't get involved in unrelated issues. A partner might be unusually
Benefits Package
vague. Choose to overlook this issue. Tonight: A force to be dealt
Please Call, (520) 226with.
9007
Solo & Team CDL-A
Drivers, Excellent
Home Time & Pay,
$3000 to $5000 Signon Bonus, BCBS
Benefits Join Super
Service! 866-722-5112
DnveForSuperService
COM

Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors' Immediate
Placement Available
Best Opportunities in
the Trucking Business
Cat Today 800-2770212 or verew driveforpnme corn

ing the hea
Cameron P:
Night at
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Music Frier
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Company, Big Benefits!
Top Pay for Hazmat
CDL Grads Welcome
888-928-6011
www.TotalMS.com

Tea years
Physical
Mike Conle

the world's largest privately
held AgChem company.
"Murray State is such a special
place for me and prepared me
very well for life in the workforce," Taylor said. "I am honored to be invited to come back
and share some of my experiences with my fellow Racers."
Steannan received a B.S. in
accounting in 1988. He was
born and raised in Madisonville
and has a wealth of accounting
experience. After MSU, he went
on to Georgia State University
to complete his master's degree
in taxation. He has been with
various sized accounting firms
and spent most of his career in
the industry. In the last 15 years
Steartnan has been with YUM!
Brands as senior director of tax
accounting. YUM! Brands
includes not only the familiar

American chains, but also a
Chinese casual dining concept.
Little Sheep Hot Pot, and East
Dawning, a quick service
Chinese restaurant. Through his
team's involvement with the tax
reporting for YUM! Worldwide,
Steartnan works closely with
international markets and visits
them regularly.
The Global Alumni Lecture
will begin at 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater and will be led in
a panel-style discussion. The
moderator, Dr. Luis Canales.
director of the Institute for
International Studies at MSU,
will pose questions to the speakers from the audience.
For more information visit
www.raceralumni.com or call
(800) 758-8510.

by Jacqueline Bigar
Out, brainstorm for solutions and generally be accessible. How nice!
Hopefully not too many people will notice this sudden and short-term
availability. Tonight: Make sure to include a special person in your
plans.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You could be taken aback by what is happening on the homefront. You still might want to seize the moment to open up a related
concern. You might as well clear the slate all at once. Touch base
with an older relative when you have a few minutes. Tonight: Head
home first.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Speak up and express your opinion, even if it might not make
you popular. Understanding evolves once a discussion begins and
you walk in another person's shoes. The intensity you feel could be
overwhelming. Tonight: Confirm a get-together before you go.
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Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
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If you are a NEWCOMER
to Murray/Calloway Co.
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

spective, you might decide that an issue is a non-issue. Your intensity about an emotional or creative matter could make you uncomfortable. Let the feelings wash over you before acting. Tonight: Go
where the music is.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Do your yearly check of the heating and plumbing systems in
your home before you need them full time. A loved one appreciates
your attention to detail, yet he or she might become critical or fussy.
Maybe this person would like the same attention. Tonight: Iron out a
problem.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might feel as if you are on the right path, but several

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You are full of get-up-and-go. You happily will help others

at the First
Kentucky F
Clubs het(
Village Inn
Calloway
Plus One
Susan Dan
the female
Woodlands

Actor Sam Waterston (1940), artist Georgia O'Keeffe (1887), actor
Edward Asner (1929)

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep reaching out for more information. Given a new per-

people seem to feel that they know better. Allow them the pleasure
of seeing how much better they can manage the daily hassles that
you experience. Tonight: Be aware of a loved one: he or she needs
your time. SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Your efforts are appreciated, though a financial decision could
worry you. Initiate a conversation in the near future about this matter. If you were to initiate this conversation today, you would be misunderstood and misinterpreted. Tonight: Choose something relaxing.
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SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at 270 759-4141
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Physical education teacher
Mike Conley was pictured checking the heart rate of 5-year-old
Cameron Pittman during Family
Night at Murray Elementary
School.
Members of the Four Rivers
Music Friends performing recently were J.T. Bell, dobro; Otis
Elkins,fiddle; Annon Lee.guitar;
and John Michael Puckett,fiddle.
Calloway County students
attending the Murray State
University
Commonwealth
Honors Academy reunion included Aimee Dial, Justin Hendrick,
Marci Little, Leslie Lynn and
Jamie Lea Stinnett,
Martha Crafton, Alice Rouse
and Jo Burkeen, members of the
Murray Woman's Club, were pictured loading socks collected by
club members into the trunk of a
vehicle headed to the Veterans
Hospital in Nashville.
Linda Wright spoke about the
Christian Prison Ministry at the
October luncheon of Christian
Women of Murray. Joan Whidden
was the soloist.
.
Twenty years ago
Bank of Murray employees promoted to senior vice president
were Phil Riney, Ronnie Gibson.
Parker
and Wilma
Gail
Billington.
Tammy Story and Linda
Bennett of the Hazel Woman's
Club were pictured displaying the
items for which they won awards
at the First District meeting of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held at Kentucky Dam
Village Inn.
Calloway Middle School's Six
Plus One Science Club. led by
Susan Darnell, recently adopted
the female red wolf through the
Woodlands Nature Station AdoptAn-Animal Program at Land
Between the Lakes.
Junior Girl Scout Troop 820
had its first overnight campout at
Lake Energy in Land Between the

Bullied classmate is surprised
by apologies, hugs at reunion

Lakes. Scouts and leaders pictured were Sara Duncan, Jenny
Birdsong, Crystal Underwood.
Beverly Shields, Jennifer Todd,
Crystal Kraft, Amanda Sanders,
Tina Johnson, Megan Raspberry,
Conny Ottway, Jennifer Oliver,
Jessica Ottway. Tera Yarbrough,
Rita Todd, Karen Birdsong and
Jessie Birdsong.
Lead performers in a Murray
High School production of "The
Diviners" were Adam Meloan.
Rob Carpenter, David Graves and
Jessica Jones.
Thirty years ago
Robert Daniel was presented
with the Murray Kiwanis Club's
"Man of the Year" award at a
meeting of the club. Marvin
Mills, outgoing president, made
the presentation.
Forty years ago
Udell "Duff' Erwin,of Murray,
had been elected to the Board of
Directors of the Bank of Murray.
Murray High winners in the
National Forensic League for the
year included Laurie Beatty,
Sheila Watson. Nancy Fitch,
Lezlee Bartholomy. Gary Moore,
Jana Jones. Becky Sams, Barbara
Kemper, Donnie Rogers. Mel
Purcell. Martha McKinney and
Tarpley Jones.
Fifty years ago
Johnny Rose and Don Faughn
of the Murray High School football team had been named to the
All West Kentucky Conference
team.
James Neale and Hub Dunn had
the top two averages in bowling
this week in the Kentucky Lake
League at Corvette Lanes.
Sixty years ago
New officers of Chapter 92 of
the Royal Arch Masons were
Dick Sykes. William Sims,
William
Soloman. Norman
Klapp, Paul Dill, Ray Sinclair,
Robert
Holland.
Milburn
Holland. Otto Swann. Cecil
Dodd, Lester Nanny and Budl
Stalls.

DEAR ABBY: 1111 writing
regarding 'Lost for Words", who
skipped her 10-year high school
reunion because she was bullied
in school. (She is now receiving
Facebook messages from former
classmates apologizing.)
That letter could have been
about me 1
was bullied
all through
school, too.
Things were
so bad I honestly
don't
know how I
kept it together. I never
even told my
Dear Abby parents how
bad it was
years
until
By Abigail
after I had
Van Buren
graduated.
My class (1972) had their 10year reunion and I went, although
I almost didn't because I was
scared. When I got there, I was
given hugs by classmates. Some
of them apologized, and it was
wonderful. I enjoyed myself so
much that I helped organize our
20th and 25th reunions.
"Lost," you can either keep
reliving those painful moments
and continue to suffer, or rise
above it, prove to your classmates
and yourself that they can't hurt
you anymore and get to know
each other now as peers.
Counseling helped me to learn
to deal with bad things in my
life. Don't get me wrong. I still
have some issues and life isn't
always easy, but I have learned
to let go and forgive these people. They. too, have grown • up
and are now mature adults who
know right from wrong. -- CATHY
IN ESTERHAZY. CANADA
DEAR CATHY: Thank you
for sharing your experience and
insights along with many other
readers who were bullied in school.
One common denominator in their
letters was the word "forgiveness."
Interestingly, I received none from

was first published in the United
States.
In 1881.Charles J. Guiteau went
on trial for assassinating President James A. Garfield. (Guiteau
was convicted and hanged the following year.)
In 1889,inspired by Jules Verne,
New York World reporter Nellie
Bly (Elizabeth Cochrane) set out
to travel around the world in less
than 80 days. (She made the trip
in 72 days.)
In 1910, Eugene B. Ely became
the first aviator to take off from
a ship as his Curtiss pusher rolled

off a sloping platform on the deck
of the scout cruiser USS Birmingham off Hampton Roads. Va.
In 1940, during World War II,
German planes destroyed most of
the English town of Coventry.
In 1944, Tommy Dorsey and
his orchestra recorded "Opus No.
1" for RCA Victor.
In 1970, a chartered Southern
Airways DC-9 crashed while trying to land in Huntington. W.Va.,
killing all 75 people on board,
including the Marshall University
football team and its coaching
staff.
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washcloth over the foil and let
QUICKit sit for 20-30 minutes. Then
CLEANING
scrub the foil with a•nylon scrubYOUR
bie or the rough side of a sponge
POOC H
Dear with warm water to get as much
Heloise: foil off as possible. Also, while
While volun- wet. try carefully scraping with
teering at a a plastic scraper or an old credlocal animal it card. This may take several.
by
I attempts. and all the foil may
Heloise shelter.
picked up a not come completely off.
In the future. since manufacPET
great
GROOMING TIP. I now have turers DO NOT recommend linthree rescue dogs of my own ing the bottom of ovens with aluwho go to the groomer monthly. minum foil, try nonstick oven linBetween visits, I wipe down my ers. — Heloise
dogs with baby wipes — I buy PURSE SHAPE
Dear Heloise: I just opened
them by the case. It's a quick
way to keep them clean and fresh- some packing boxes that had been
smelling. The baby wipes work in storage, and all my purses
well to pick up loose hair before were smashed and out of shape.
it falls on the furniture. — NJ., I had lots of packing paper, so
I put a plastic grocery bag into
via email
Thanksfor volunteering to help each purse. then stuffed it with
take care of(and adopt out) our packing paper. The shape of each
four-footed friends. "Woof. woof' purse came back quickly. I tied
to you and your three rescue the grocery bag at the top so
when I wanted to use the purse,
dogs. — Heloise
all I had to do was pull out the
STUCK FOIL
Dear Heloise: I have a rather grocery bag and go. This also
large piece of aluminum foil that makes it easier to "stand"' my
is stuck to the bottom of the purses on closet shelves. — Dixie
oven. How can I remove it with- in Arkansas
out damaging the finish? — Kathy STILL PERFECT
Dear Heloise: Your mom
P., via email
likes! This may take a little taught my mom to place a silky
work! Place a wet, warm, soapy scarf over her hair, holding the

ends between her teeth, before
pulling a sweater over her newly
styled hair so it wouldn't get
messed up. When done, pull it
off, front to back, and your hair
will still be perfect. I've passed
this hint on to my daughters.
Some things never go out of
style. So thankful you took up
where your mom left off. —
Paula Rice, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Thanks! This also works if you
don't want to get,makeup on your
sweater! — Heloise
CUTTING-BOARD CHANNEL
Dear Heloise: When I buy a
cutting board. I always buy one
with the juice channel on one
side. When in use, it reminds me
that the channel side is only for
meat and the bottom is for vegetables. Helps me not get them
mixed up. — Glenda in Council
Grove, Kan.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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them, you'll need a mat and a
sturdy chair. (I've put illustrations
of these exercises on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
-- Mini-Squats (warm-up):
Stand up straight with your feet
hip-width apart. Rest your hands
on your thighs. Hinge forward at
your hips and bend your knees
to lower your buttocks about six
inches. Return to the starting position. Do one to three sets of 10
mini-squats.
-- Supine knee extension
(strength exercise): Lie on your
back with knees bent and feet
flat on the floor. Rest your anns
at your sides. Slowly lift your
right foot off the floor and straighterr your leg while keeping your
right knee level with the left. Pause.
'Slowly lower your foot to the
starting position. Do one to three
sets of 10 extensions with each
leg.
-- Seated knee extension
(strength exercise): Sit up straight
on a chair with your feet flat on
the floor. Rest your hands on your
thighs. Slowly lift your right foot
to the level of your hip. Pause.
Slowly lower your foot flat on
the floor. Do one to three sets of
10 lifts with each leg.
-- Alternating hamstring stretch
(stretching): Lie on your back
with both knees bent and feet flat
on the floor. Grasp your right leg
with both hands behind the thigh.
Extend your leg to lift your right
foot toward the ceiling. Hold.
Return to starting position. Repeat
with left leg. Repeat three to four
times with each leg.
With the right exercises, you
can ease your pain from the knee
arthritis. And you actually will
be able do more -- even to exercise more.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com,or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 14,
the 318th day of 2013. There are
47 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in_History:
On Nov. 14, 1862, during the
Civil War,President Abraham Lincoln gave the go-ahead for Maj.
Gen. Ambrose Burnside'S plap 49.,
capture the Confederate capital of
Richmond; the resulting Battle of
Fredericksburg proved a disaster
• for the Union.
On this date:
In 1851, Herman Melville's
novel "Moby-Dick; Or,The Whale"
BAflVEtI_ UlE

e (1887), actor

Relieve knee arthritis pain
with right set of exercises

the bullies themselves! Read on:
DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
DEAR ABBY: As middle
knee osteoarthritis. Are there exerschool teachers, we do our best
cises that could relieve my pain?
to curtail abuse, but it happens
DEAR READER: As a felbehind the scenes. The targets can
low sufferer, I know that joint
remain bullied for years, as the
pain from osteoarthritis can realwriter expressed. It is sad that
ly interfere with life. Since putthis person is affected to this day, ting pressure on the joint can
10 years after graduation.
make it hurt more, you might
I agree the target has no oblithink that exercises would only
gation to forgive the bullies, but
make the pain
this would be a perfect time to
worse, and so
send a strong message to them
you might be
via her Facebook page. An artitempted
to
cle on the effects of bullying
avoid exerciscould be posted with a message
ing altogether.
that if the bullies truly want forBut limiting
giveness, they should pass this
your movelife lesson on to their children
ments
can
who may be engaged in similar
weaken musMARY
ANN
IN
NEW
behavior. -cles, worsenYORK
Dr. Komaroff ing your joint
DEAR ABBY: When 1 attend.
In
trouble.
By
ed my 10th reunion, the people
the
contrast,
Dr.
Anthony
who had bullied me apologized
right set of
Komaroff
and I told them I forgave them.
exercises can
I just attended my 30th reunion,
be a long-lasting way to tame
and some of the same bullies
your knee pain.
asked again for my forgiveness.
Like all joints, the knee is
They are in a self-imposed prison
where two bones meet. Bones are
of guilt from which they will be
stiff and hard, and the end of
free only when they can ACCEPT
one bone would grind against the
that I forgive them. My advice
end of the other bone in a joint
to "Lost" is to respond to the
if it were not for cartilage. CarFacebook messages with a thanktilage is a tough but softer subyou.and leave it at that.-- DAWNA
stance that covers the ends of
IN MONTANA
bones. The cartilage at the ends
DEAR ABBY:Three years ago.
of two bones in a joint serves as
I went to my 50th. It was the
a cushion. Bone on bone is painful;
only reunion I ever attended.
cartilage on cartilage causes no
Halfway through the event, the
"bully brigade" came up to me • pain.
Many joints are protected by
to apologize for their behavior. I
hadn't thought about it and was
the muscles that surround them,
having a great time. • But suddenas muscles reduce the pressure
ly. I was emotionally thrown back
on the joint. Regular exercise will
into those years of hating school
Strengthen key 'supportive mus•because of how I was treated.
cles around your knee and restore
On my way out. I confronted
flexibility. Over time, you will
the worst bully. f told her her
find that you can use your knee
apology was NOT accepted, and
a lot more easily, and you won't
they could all keep their apoloavoid doing certain things anymore.
gies and hold onto their guilt for
A complete knee workout comanother 50 years. The minute I
bines warm-ups, strength exercissaid it. it was like a great bures and stretches. I'll describe a
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